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Introduction to Gliding Training & Sequence of Instruction

Introduction
The flying training policy of the NZGA is to produce glider pilots with a high° of ability, understanding,
initiative and safety consciousness, leading to safe, efficient and competent cross-country gliding.

Consideration has been given to the avoidance of confusion in the trainee’s mind which can easily be caused by
over complicated explanation and demonstrations and by introducing advanced techniques before the basic
lessons have been fully understood. The training sequence has therefore been designed to avoid over
complication and premature introduction of the advanced sequences.

Patter. Reference to the use of standard ‘patter’ has already been made in Part One of this Handbook. No
attempt has been made to include a standard patter for training sequences which follow and in fact the more
advanced sequences contain no suggested patter at all. In Sections concerning the Launch and the Circuit,
Approach and Landing, however, the means by which the instructor should put the lessons across are covered in
considerable detail. The inexperienced instructor should base his patter on the standard patter suggested and
should then be able to develop his own patter for the exercises which follow.

Sequence of Instruction
In the recommended sequence of instruction shown at the beginning of this section, careful consideration has
been given to the exact stage of training at which each exercise is introduced, the aim being that the sequence
should proceed by gradual stages from simple steps to those of greater complexity.

Early instruction falls naturally into a number of stages, each of which contains a number of steps or exercises.

The main stages may be listed as:

• Familiarisation
• Learning the controls
• Applied Controls
• Turning
• Stalls
• Full Training

Into these stages the earlier parts of the ‘Launch’ and ‘Circuit Planning’ may be introduced, and full teaching of
these aspects of training is covered in the ‘Full Training’ stage.

By the beginning of the ‘Full Training’ stage the trainee should be flying part of the launch and the full circuit
under the general guidance of the instructor.

It is important that the progress of the trainee through the sequence should be governed by his confidence,
understanding and mastery of each stage, before he proceeds to the next, and any tendency to take the trainee
through a fixed programme of training, without regard to his progress, is to be avoided.

Therefore no indication is given as to the length of time or the number of flights which should be spent on each
exercise or stage. The only basis on which this can be judged is the progress of the trainee. These judgements
should, if anything, be made on the conservative side.

Throughout training the instructor should bear in mind that the object of the training is to produce a safe,
efficient and competent cross-country pilot. The teaching of the techniques of soaring and cross-country flying
should be integrated into the basic training scheme at the earliest possible time.
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Techniques

Pilot Technique
Control Airmanship
(Hand-eye) (Thinking)

Instructional Technique
Experience is the teacher

Instructors Role (1) Create Experience
(2) Make Experience Talk

Instructional Cycle
1. ATTITUDE AND MECHANICS

Student must have
Physical ability and Mental
ability and correct Attitude

2. FOUNDATION THEORY
Classroom

Must be sufficient, relevant

3. BRIEFING
Bridge between Theory and Practice

AIM: What student will DO

4. AIREX
1.
2.

3.

FAULT ANALYSIS

Demo
Teach

Student
Student
Instructor

1. OBSERVE
2. ANALYSE
3. RETEACH

Instructor FLY
Demo
Follow through
Talk through
Practice/fault analysis
Fly
Shut up

INACCURACY (100s)
TECHNIQUE (10s)
TECHNIQUE (1s)

5. DEBRIEFING
Summary 3 point
LAST ONE MUST BE POSITIVE

Do’s & Don’ts

Do’s
Give a clear briefing

Make sure he (a) is comfortable
(b) can hear you
(c) understands you

• Make sure of your facts
• Give good demos
• Teach in simple terms
• Teach from the ‘known to the unknown’
• Compliment whenever possible
• Match you demeanour to his temperament
• Use his errors and mistakes (and yours if possible) as teaching points
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• Encourage student to ‘think aloud’
• Set a good example
• Be patient
• Remember when you were a student
• Give a constructive debrief
• Read instructors handbook

Don’t
• Use 12 words when 6 will do
• Leave him in any doubt what you want him to do
• Ask him to do something he hasn’t been shown
• Talk while he has control—especially doubtful student
• Over estimate his deductive powers
• Expect too much of him
• Be surprised if he can’t see the wood for the trees
• Forget your airmanship
• Hog the flying

NZGA Standard Cockpit Checks
The following standard checks are laid down for all gliding operations under the auspices of NZGA

Pre-take off checks
C—Controls Check elevator, ailerons and rudder for free and full movement

B—Ballast Ensure pilot weight(s) plus ballast within placarded limits

S—Straps Check harness(s) correctly fastened and adjusted

I—Instruments Set and functioning as required. Include radio, barograph and oxygen if installed.

F—Flaps Set for takeoff

T—Trim Set for takeoff

C—Canopy Check closed and locked and push upwards to check hinges and pins

B—Brakes Check fully open, then closed and LOCKED

Pre-land checks
S—Straps Check harness(s) correctly fastened and adjusted tightly

U—Undercarriage Check down and locked

F—Flaps Check set for landing

B—Brakes Check functioning (by brief full extension) then utilise as required

Power glider
Powered gliders shall use the check list contained in the flight manual.

Aerobatic checks
H—Height Check sufficient to enable recovery above 1,000 ft agl

A—Airframe Check undercarriage, flap and brake positions as required

S—Security Check harness and canopy secure, no loose articles in cockpit

E—Engine Not applicable / secure

L—Locality Check glider position so that manoeuvres will be performed clear of built up
areas, cloud, water and controlled air space.
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L—Lookout Ensure no other aircraft in area and below. (Perform S turn, do not circle

Familiarisation
The aims of this introductory sequence are:

(a) to introduce the trainee to the new sensations of flight
(b) to orientate him in his new surroundings
(c) to convince him that his new vehicle is stable and easily controlled.

It is assumed at this stage that the trainee has previously had one or more air experience flights.

Orientation
This should be a gentle flight intended to accustom the trainee to sensation and orientation and, as it were,
introduce him to the glider. Calm conditions are, of course, desirable.

Walk around the glider with the trainee, show him where things are, answer any questions, but do not go into any
great detail.

On this first flight special attention must be given to seeing that the trainee is comfortable. Show him how to get
into the cockpit. Adjust the cushions. Help him with his harness. Make sure he is as relaxed as possible.

Provide orientation as follows: Have him look at the landing area in use. Tell him that the glider will be landing
back there and ‘We can reach this area from the air at any time during the flight’.

Point out some prominent landmark in the vicinity of the strip, and suggest he should find this during the flight
and see how it looks from the air.

At this stage do not bother the trainee with cockpit checks, hook-on procedures, etc.

Just before take-off give the trainee a realistic appraisal of the launch. In the case of a winch or auto-tow launch
tell him he will find the climb attitude strange, but that this is quite normal. Mention the possibility of a cable
break and tell him that if one occurs the nose of the glider will be lowered rapidly. Talk informally on the climb,
perhaps about conditions at the time…normal, calmer than usual, etc. Near the crest of the launch mention that
releasing the cable will make a noise, and that he will feel a change of attitude and sensation.

During the flight make all manoeuvres gentle. Check on orientation several times by having the trainee point to
the landing area and chosen landmarks. (Usually it will be advisable to use a landmark near the strip to provide
local orientation, and a land mark or two—probably introduced while in the air—to give area orientation). Prior
to the base leg tell him that you may be using the airbrakes after the next turn, and that these may make a noise
and change the attitude of the glider, and that this is normal.

Note: The wise instructor will add nothing to the above procedure except informal conversation. He will check
throughout the flight on orientation, relaxation and enjoyment, and will make his initial assessment of the trainee.
This will determine whether a further orientation flight is necessary. It is strongly recommended that the
orientation process be followed for prospective members, some of whom have been known to change their mind
about taking up gliding after a first flight with an over exuberant pilot.

Stability
The object of this exercise is to demonstrate that the glider is a stable platform which will fly itself without the
assistance of the pilot. To make this demonstration effective, reasonably calm conditions are required. Trim is
used but not stressed to the trainee.

In the air, demonstrate the stability of the aircraft, ‘hands off’ several times, and further demonstrate that it will
recover from displacement in the pitching plane keeping the° of displacement within the stability characteristics
of the aircraft.
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During the flight, relaxation and orientation are checked, and a further assessment of the trainee’s level of
comfort and confidence is made. Do not proceed until this is established.

More sensation of movement may be provided if the trainee seems receptive.

Introduction to control
During this exercise demonstrate control in the three planes with crisp but not exaggerated changes of attitude.
The object is to have the trainee get a thorough understanding of the principle that the glider is a stable
platform which can be readily controlled.

The exercise should be kept at an easy informal level with no control technicalities or difficulties referred to at
this stage.

It is a simple demonstration that the glider can be controlled easily in all three axis of movement. It is desirable
that the trainee should participate in this exercise if he is responding well to familiarisation. His participation
should be of the ‘Try it yourself’ type, with the instructor ensuring that no exaggerated attitudes are reached.

The instructor should ensure that the trainee understands that the primary effect of each control is to move the
aircraft in the plane of that control.

Note: At this early stage it is opportune to introduce the subject of the glider’s limitations placards, especially
the one affecting weight and balance. The trainee should be made aware of the limitations and the reasons for
them and taught that it is essential that all limitations placards be consulted before flying a glider he has never
flown before. This later point is important as there are sometimes wide variations in permissible cockpit loads
between individual aircraft of the same type.

Controls

Cockpit check
As from this stage onward the trainee will be handling the controls on every flight, it is appropriate to introduce
the standard cockpit check. It should be explained to him that the reason for this check is to ensure that the glider
and crew are in all respects ready for flight and that the use of a standard check ensures that nothing is omitted.

The trainee should normally participate in the cockpit check before every flight and when he reaches the stage
where he can perform the check without assistance he should be made to recite it aloud so that the instructor
knows that the check has been completed satisfactorily

General Consideration
This section is one of the hardest of sequences to teach well and because it is the first formal teaching a trainee
receives, it is one of the most important. Generally, a trainee’s attitude to flying will not be ‘set’ by this stage and
care must be taken that he is not frightened, that he is not bewildered, and that he does not decide flying is
unpleasant.

A marked drop in mental efficiency in the air can still be expected. Thus, ground explanations must be clear and
air teaching must be simple and definite. A model with working controls is helpful, or use the glider itself.

Still avoid extremes of attitude and very rough air. Rough air makes flying appear harder, demonstrations more
difficult to follow, and can even be frightening.

It may still be necessary to consider comfort. Show how to hold the control column in the right hand with a light
by firm fingertip grip that makes excessive clenching difficult. Stress the need for this light relaxed grip.

It is likely that the trainee will refrain from asking questions and mentioning difficulties. Thus the instructor must
be observant, and should encourage the trainee to participate in discussion.

During this early teaching, extended time in the air by use of thermals or aero-tow can be of great assistance. It
must not be forgotten, though, that many trainees will become slightly sick in thermals at this stage and if
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sickness is allowed to develop it not only has a bad effect on the trainee’s attitude to flying, but makes teaching
impossible. In such a case the flight should be terminated promptly.

Elevator
During the teaching of elevator, the instructor controls aileron and rudder, isolating the effect to be observed.
Emphasis in the early stages of training should be primarily on horizon and nose attitude with indicated airspeed
mentioned as a cross-reference.

At this early stage of introduction to control, it is essential that all demonstrations and subsequent practice start
from and return to, the stable platform. The air coverage could be as follows:

‘I am now going to demonstrate to you the use of the elevator, ie for pitching the glider’.

When flying a glider we usually wish to maintain a desired attitude. Look ahead at the horizon. This is the
desired attitude for normal flight in this glider. Note the attitude of the nose in relation to the horizon and listen
to the sound.’

‘Follow through on the control column with me. Now . . . see the nose pitch down as we move the control
column forward. Notice how the nose goes below its usual attitude, how the sound increases, and that we are
obviously flying faster. This is confirmed by a glance at he airspeed indicator.’

‘If we wish to raise the nose we move the control column back. See how the nose pitches up towards the normal
glider attitude, and we can if we wish raise it slightly above that normal attitude. The glider slows down, as
confirmed by the decreasing sound level and the lower reading on the airspeed indicator.’

‘Now we are flying again in our normal attitude.’

The time has now come to hand the elevator control over to the trainee for him to try it for himself.

At this early stage it is essential to set the pattern for a formal handover/takeover procedure between instructor
and trainee, to eliminate confusion over who has control at any one time. Whatever expression is used—‘you
have control/I have control’ is quite satisfactory—formal procedure must always be followed. Similarly,
whatever expression is used it must receive a response.

This formal handover/takeover procedure must NEVER be varied in instructional work.

The elevator control, then is handed to the pupil, and the appropriate response received. The air work continues
along the lines of . . . . ‘lower the nose, bring it back to the normal position. Fly a little faster; now a little
slower’. And so forth.

‘Now I want you to fly at the normal glide attitude. Watch the horizon. If the nose is too high and the speed too
slow, ease the control column forward a little until the nose is in the right place, and then check your movement
to prevent the nose getting too low. Pause, then recheck again if necessary.’

Ailerons
Once again it is important that all demonstrations should be given with the glider stabilised in straight flight so
that the required effect may be clearly observed. The effect of aileron should be clearly observed. The effect of
aileron should be clearly isolated from the effects of the other controls.

A single demonstration, and brief practice by the trainee, should be sufficient for him to appreciate the effect of
aileron while watching the wingtip. The horizon ahead is introduced as the reference as soon as possible. In all
future practice see that the trainee orientates himself on the horizon.

The air coverage could be as follows:
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‘I am going to show you the effect of ailerons and how we use them to roll the glider. Notice the position of the
wingtips in relation to the horizon. You will see they are both level. Now look ahead and you will see how the
nose looks when we are flying level.’

Look again at the left wingtip. Follow through on the control column with me.’

‘Ready?’

‘See the wing go down as I move the control column to the left, and stop going down when I return it to the
central position. I must move the control column to the right of the central position if I wish to roll the wings
back to level again. The same principle of course applies to lowering and raising the right wing. Now you try
that—you have control. Lower your left wing—raise it again, etc.’

Note: Although controlling the glider laterally by using the ailerons is not difficult, confusion may
result if it is not demonstrated to the pupil that the glider will stay at any bank angle it is taken to if the
control column is centralised when the bank is obtained. Do not over complicate matters—simply teach
the truth.

Rudder
A demonstration is given which shows that the glider is yawed (not turned) by use of rudder. The trainee should
be told what ‘yaw’ is. All instructors must recognise the disadvantages that arise in future flying if the effects of
rudder are incorrectly emphasised. The trainee must be precented from forming the impression that the rudder
steers the glider in any way other than when the glider is on the ground. Therefore there must be no undue
repetition of demonstration or practice when teaching this control. The purpose of the exercise is to indicate the
existence of the rudder as a third (or auxiliary)control, and observe what the rudder does. The exercise should
not go beyond this. During the demonstration the instructor can eliminate the further effect of rudder with
aileron.

The air coverage could be as follows:

‘I am now going to show you the effect of using rudder. Follow through on the rudder with me. Look straight in
front of you and you will see we are flying towards that hill. If I apply left rudder by moving my left foot
forward, the nose yaws to the left although the aircraft still progresses towards the hill, and although I keep the
rudder applied to the left, the nose only yaws so far and then stops.’

Now you try that. Make the nose yaw the other way.’

Note: Ensure that the student is clear that although the heading changes in this demonstration the track
remains unchanged.

Further considerations
Once the trainee is conversant with the functions of the controls the following may be pointed out:

Control effectiveness is dependent upon two factors, the amount of control application used, and the airspeed.

Thus, to achieve the same response at different speeds, larger control movements are required at low speeds and
smaller control movements at high speeds.

in addition to the amount of control used at any given speed, the trainee should be shown that the RATE of
application of the control governs the RATE at which the glider responds. Slow rate of application—slow
response. Rapid rate of application—rapid response.

Irrespective of glider attitude, control response is always related to glider and pilot and not the ground.

Aileron/rudder co-ordination

Aileron drag
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When the aircraft is rolled by applying aileron, the downgoing aileron on the rising wing produces extra induced
drag and yaws the aircraft in a direction opposite to the roll. This is known as ‘aileron drag’ and is always
present when the ailerons are deflected and the° varies with different types. The effect produced by aileron drag
is known as ‘adverse yaw’.

Air demonstration
‘Now I am going to show you the effect of aileron drag. Watch that point we are heading for. In a moment I’ll
move the control column to the right and you’ll see that in addition to the aircraft rolling to the right the nose
will yaw to the left.’

‘Watch the point…now. See the nose move in the opposite direction..’

‘That movement in the opposite direction occurs whenever we use aileron. The more aileron we apply, the more
pronounced it is’. How do you think we could prevent that adverse yaw?’

Use of aileron & rudder together
It is now necessary to introduce coordinated use of aileron and rudder to eliminate this adverse yaw.

‘We have just shown that aileron drag exists and I will now show you lthat rudder is used to overcome its
effect.’

Watch and I’ll use aileron and rudder together. Notice that time that the ‘wrong’ movement of the nose was
absent.

The point to be learned from all this is that whenever you move the ailerons you must co-ordinate rudder
movment with them.’

The pupil should now practise this co-ordination under the direction of the instructor. Various rates of roll
should be introduced so that the trainee appreciates that varying amounts of rudder are needed.

Further effect of roll
When roll is applied either by control movement or turbulence, the aircraft will tend to turn in the direction of
the roll. However, it will also show a tendency to slip towards the lower wing, and the weathercocking effect of
the fin and rear fuselage will cause yaw to take place towards that lower wing. This effect can be demonstrated at
this stage, but should not be over-emphasised or confusion may result.

Applied controls

Introduction
After practice at co-ordinated use of aileron and rudder the trainee should now develop some skill at controlling
in the thee planes. With the instructor displacing the aircraft the trainee should then be required to return it to
straight and level in the normal glide attitude.

Further effect of rudder
It is desirable that the further effect of rudder be introduced before the trainee attempts to co-ordinate the three
controls in a turn. A ground briefing is essential.

‘In straight and level flight when the aircraft is yawed with rudder the outer wing will be speeded up, develop
more lift and create roll in the direction of rudder application.’

This briefing must be followed by air demonstration.

Rolling on a point
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The trainee is now in a position to practise the gentle rolling of the glider from side to side, without stopping at
the wings level position. No more than 5° of bank should be used, and the object of the exercise is to eliminate
adverse yaw by developing the trainee’s footwork in co-ordination with control column movements. It is not
necessary to dwell too long on this exercise before moving on to maintaining a heading and beginning turns.
Nevertheless, the exercise is valuable, as it develops the skill necessary to fly the glider straight and level in
turbulent conditions.

Flying straight and level
The trainee should now attempt to maintain and regain straight and level flight. When the aircraft is moderately
displaced by the instructor the trainee should be able to return it to the previous stage by:

• Levelling the wings.
• Regaining the original nose attitude.

Use of trim
At this stage it is advisable to introduce the use of the elevator trim to the trainee. This can be clearly
demonstrated by changing the nose attitude to fly at different speeds, and then using the trim control to remove
any control load. Reinforce that elevator controls the attitude, and therefore the speed. The trim control merely
gets rid of any residual control load at any given speed.

Turning

Look-out
The habit of keeping a general look-out is sharpened by insisting that, prior to and during every turn, the trainee
examines the particular piece of sky into which the glider is turned. This should be made an inflexible drill, so
that the habit of keeping a sharp look-out at all times becomes heavily ingrained, not only on entering the turn
but also during the turn.

General
In the teaching of turns, the instructor must stress that the turn is primarily related to roll; and the instructor
must ensure also that the trainee learns to control roll as a prime necessity.

To enter a turn, aileron is used with enough rudder to counteract the effect of aileron drag. The greater the
application of aileron the greater is the amount of rudder needed. It should be pointed out that deflection of the
controls produces a continuous rolling process and once the desired angle of bank has been approached the
deflection must be removed. However, to maintain the desired angle of bank continual minor adjustments of
aileron and rudder may be needed, especially if the air is rough.

In the early stages it is necessary to give each control its function—aileron to give the desired angle of bank,
rudder to eliminate adverse yaw, and elevator to control the nose attitude in relation to the horizon. In a co-
ordinated turn the nose moves smoothly and evenly around the horizon. This picture is real, and can be used with
effect to apply polish to turns, but mishandling of any control can spoil the picture.

Rolling in
As a first exercise in turning now the trainee is familiar with aileron/rudder co-ordination, it is a natural follow-
on for him to apply it to rolling in to a turn.

‘Before any manoeuvre is commenced check that the area of sky in the direction of turn is clear and that the
aircraft is in the required glide attitude.’

Then look ahead and apply co-ordinated aileron and rudder in the direction of intended turn.

When the desired angle of bank is achieved return the aileron and rudder to the central position.

Maintain the turn
Use coordinated Aileron and Rudder to maintain the desired bank angle or correct it as required.
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Maintain the correct nose attitude with Elevator. This will always need some amount of back pressure on the
control column, the amount varying with the angle of bank. The steeper the bank angle, the more up elevator is
required to maintain the correct nose attitude.

Lookout must be of the highest quality at all times, but especially during turning, remembering to transfer
responsibility for lookout to the trainee along with the responsibility you have handed over for flying the glider.
During the turn, monitor A(ileron), R(udder) and E(levator) in that order. ‘ARE we maintaining a correct
turn?’

Rolling out
Maintaining an adequate lookout, apply coordinated aileron and rudder to remove bank and reduce the back
pressure to maintain the desired nose attitude.

As the wings are approaching level remove the control deflection.

Check that the glider is straight and level and in the normal glide attitude.

In order to stop the turn on any particular heading it is necessary to initiate the rolling out slightly before the
heading is reached, the exact amount of anticipation depending on the rate of turn and the rate of roll-out.

Faults in turns
Faults in turns can be in the categories of airmanship or flying skill.

Failure to LOOKOUT before turning is a common fault, and must not be allowed to persist. A trainee must
understand that failure to look out is a major fault, no matter what that person’s actual flying skill is like.

Insufficient rudder co-ordinated with the aileron is a common fault in rolling into and out of turns. The instructor
should demonstrate how the glider LOOKS and FEELS when the coordination is correct. The trainee should
learn to recognise that insufficient rudder at turn entry is characterised by a ‘hesitation’ in the glider’s nose
moving around the horizon.

Any tendency to apply excessive rudder, or to ‘lead’ with rudder, results in the nose yawing before any bank has
been achieved.

Correct coordination results in the nose smoothly starting to track around the horizon as the bank develops.

The correct use of aileron, rudder and elevator should be taught without the use of the slip/skid ball or yaw
string. Useful though these aids are, they are best thought of as devices to indicate that a fault has developed.
They are corrective aids, not basic aids.

Note that any faults in coordination of aileron and rudder during the entry to a turn will not be apparent to the
trainee if he is still looking towards the wingtip at that time. The instructional sequence should be—check
clearance in the direction of turn, then look ahead over the nose, then roll into the turn with coordinated aileron
and rudder. Resume the lookout scan when turn is established.

A common fault in maintaining a turn is failure to hold a constant attitude by applying sufficient back pressure
with the control column. Note: This fault will not be apparent if the glider is only turned through about 90°. A
turn of 180° or 360° will be necessary to reveal that a trainee does not understand correct use of elevator in a
turn.

The instructor should displace the aircraft in varying° about all axis, requiring the trainee to assess and correct.
Re-assert the sequence of regaining the angle of bank with aileron, balancing the turn with rudder and stabilising
with elevator, in that order.

It is fairly common to find the nose attitude pitching up and down during turns, The fault is that the trainee is
trying to fly the glider by reference to the Air Speed Indicator, rather than fly by attitude. Although this fault may
be apparent in other parts of the flight, it is usually at its worst during turning. Although the ASI is useful as a
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‘trend’ instrument, it is virtually useless as a corrective aid. This can be demonstrated by gently pitching the
glider’s nose up and down in a cycle about every 2 or 3 seconds, pointing out that the ASI needle remains at a
constant reading despite the pitching of the nose. In fact, if any movement of the needle does eventually occur, it
will usually be out of phase with the changes in attitude, ie the needle will show an increasing speed when the
nose is pitching up and vice versa. This proves beyond doubt the uselessness of the ASI as a short term
corrective instrument—it should only be monitored during steady-state conditions. This is important during
turning as well as in other areas.

Variations in turns
Introduce turns of:

• Varying speeds at the same angle of bank;
• Varying angles of bank at the same speed;
• Varying rates of roll;
• Rolling from one turn to the other and small accurate course corrections to maintain heading.

If circuit direction is normally to the left, see that turns to the right receive due emphasis. The use of thermalling
for turn practice should not be overlooked. Remember that gliders spend 70% of their time in circling flight.
Failure to develop turning skill right from the start is likely to produce an unsuccessful soaring pilot.

Additional Controls—
Spoilers, Airbrakes & Flaps

Introduction
As soon as the trainee understands the main controls and has gained some competence in controlling the glider in
flight the purpose of airbrakes or spoilers and flaps (if fitted should be explained and their effects demonstrated
in the air. The trainee should fully understand these additional controls and have a reasonable competency in
their use by the time he starts ‘flying’ the circuit and approach. Both spoilers and airbrakes, because they reduce
the lift, cause an increase in stalling speed and this effect should be demonstrated during the teaching of the stall.

Spoilers
The purpose of spoilers is to ‘spoil’ the lift over the portion of the wing where they are mounted. They are
usually spring loaded in the retracted position and do not usually have a positive lock.

The use of spoilers enables the pilot to steepen the approach path and increase the rate of descent when
approaching to land. Spoilers do not produce very much drag, are not normally speed limiting and their effect is
not very pronounced at higher speeds.

The effect of the use of spoilers on the nose attitude of the glider and upon the rate of descent should be
demonstrated and the trainee given practice in their use at height. The usual effect of spoilers is to cause a nose-
down pitch when deployed, the reason for this being a combination of decreased lift produced by the wing,
resulting in a change in a change in balance of the forces in the pitch plane.

Airbrakes
Airbrakes are used for the same purpose as spoilers—to increase rate of descent. In addition they are usually
designed so that the speed of the glider in any attitude can be kept within the safe ‘never exceed’ speed—the
maximum speed in smooth air.

The way in which airbrakes produce an increase in rate of descent is somewhat different from spoilers. The lift
spoiling effect of airbrakes is similar to that of spoilers, but in addition they produce a great deal of drag. This is
because they are generally larger than spoilers and extend further, and they often extend below the wing as well
as above.

The drag increases quite considerably as the airbrakes are extended and this causes the speed of the glider to
decrease. The glider’s nose must be lowered to compensate for the speed loss, and it is this which causes the
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steeper glide path at a constant approach speed. The effect of airbrakes on the pitch trim of the glider may be
either nose up or nose down, or may change at different settings.

Both spoilers and airbrakes cause an increase in the stalling speed of the glider (about 2 to 5 knots in most
cases). Therefore retraction of either of these devices is a useful safety factor if the trainee gets a bit unruly near
the ground.

Flaps
The effect of positive flap is initially to increase lift with only a moderate increase in drag. As the angle of flap is
increased the increase in lift becomes progressively less while the drag increases rapidly. Fowler flaps also
increase the wing area. Thus, unlike spoilers and airbrakes, the use of flap decreases the stalling speed and
enables a lower approach speed to be use. In some high performance gliders the trailing edge flaps can not only
be deflected downwards positively to increase lift, but also upwards negatively to improve the performance of
the wing at higher speeds.

The characteristics of flaps (if fitted) and their effect should be demonstrated and their use taught so that (if
appropriate) the trainee becomes proficient in the use of flaps for approach and landing, and for thermalling. In
particular the instructor should ensure that the trainee appreciates the effect of use of flap on glide angle and
penetration.

It is essential that instructors understand fully the aerodynamics of flaps and in particular the type of flaps fitted
to the glider in which they are instructing or to which they are converting.

Note: Since extending flaps causes a reduction in stalling speed by increasing the lift coefficient CL of the wing,
it follows that the stalling speed is increased to the original (clean) value if the flaps are retracted, This should be
understood by all pilots operating sailplanes fitted only with flaps for glide-path control. The critical retraction
angles are between about 30° and 0°.

Although there are no known training two-seaters in this category, such information is important for converting
to single-seaters so equipped.

Stalling

Introduction
It is desirable that the instructor should recognise that the teaching of stalls and spins in pre-stall training is
almost entirely precautionary.

The object is that the trainee, by being made completely familiar with the stalled condition and its consequences,
will very readily recognise this condition and avoid it in all normal flying.

Lack of the necessary familiarity and the ability to deal calmly and effectively with the stalled condition can be
held responsible for most accidents which occur on approach and launch.

It is therefore essential that thorough coverage be given to this aspect of training.

Aerobatic Check
Before carrying out any manoeuvres which involve rapid changes of speed and/or direction and height or which
may involve temporary loss of control the ‘Aerobatic Check’ should be carried out. As stalling is the first
exercise in this category to be taught, a full check should be introduced at this stage and its importance
impressed on the pupil.

Further reference is made to this check in the sequence on Spinning and Aerobatics.

Aims
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The aim is to teach the trainee to recognise the symptoms of the approach to the stall so that he may take
immediate action to avoid it, then to learn what the full stall feels like and to recover from it with the minimum
loss of height.

The Stall—Theoretical Considerations
In order that a glider may fly at all, the wing must produce lift equal to the load it carries. The lift produced by a
wing depends on the speed of the airflow around it and the angle (called the angle of attack) is quite small. When
the speed is reduced the angle of attack is increased. But the speed cannot be reduced indefinitely and at a
certain angle of attack the airflow over the top of the wing breaks away and the amount of lift produced by the
wing diminishes greatly. This is called the stall.

The wing will always stall at the same angle of attack—that is the same angle between the chord line of the wing
and the airflow. For most airfoil sections this angle is about 15°. This angle must not be confused with the angle
at which the glider is flying in relation to the horizon. The glider will stall at any attitude whenever the angle of
attack reaches the stalling angle.

The speed at which the stall occurs depends on the load carried by the wings. As the load on the wings increases,
so does the stalling speed. The weight at which the glider is flown, usually, does not vary much and so in level
flight the stalling speed will always be more or less the same. If, however, the glider is being flown round a
curve, either in a turn or in pulling out of a dive, the wings will have to carry an extra load, due to centrifugal
forces, and this will increase the stalling speed..

Stall characteristics vary from glider to glider. Some gliders show a tendency for the nose to pitch down
naturally when the stall occurs. Others do not do this, and the nose remains in a constant position, higher than
normal, with the control column fully back and the glider descending at a high rate of descent. The recovery is
the same in both cases—the control column is moved smoothly and steadily forward to reduce the angle of
attack of the wing and regain flying speed.

Some amount of wing-drop may be noticeable at or near the stall. This is caused by one wing reaching the
stalling angle slightly before the other, and may occur for a variety of reasons. It will be found that normal stall
recovery action, ie the smooth progressive forward movement of the control column as described above, will be
effective in preventing the wing dropping any further. Do not attempt to use further effect of rudder to restore the
wings to the level position. Use only sufficient rudder to prevent any yaw in the direction of the dropping wing.
As soon as the stall recovery action has started to take effect, the wings may be levelled with coordinated aileron
and rudder.

Wing-drop at the stall must be regarded as another stall symptom and must engender the immediate reaction of
moving the control column forward to reduce the angle of attack. A pilot must be trained to react just as readily
to wing-drop as to any of the other stall symptoms, and in the same way—with immediate use of elevator. In the
case of a wing-drop occurring BEFORE the final stall break, the wing-drop should be regarded as the
PRIMARY STALL SYMPTOM and immediate recovery effected.

The Stall
• Gentle stalls from straight and level (not very nose high).
• Stalls from a climbing altitude (associated with winch/auto launch).
• Stalls from above conditions but with airbrakes, spoilers or flaps at various settings.
• Stalls with wing drop at or before the stall break.

Air Exercise
When the exercise is first introduced make the stalls gentle until the trainee gains confidence.

Pre-stall buffet may be noticeable on some types, not on others, but if evident should be pointed out.

For all stalling manoeuvres the aircraft should be trimmed for the normal glide attitude.

The ‘Aerobatic Check’ should be made routine for all stalling exercises even if only gently stalls are intended.
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‘We always carry out the ‘Aerobatic Check’ particularly making sure there are no other aircraft nearby,
especially below. Raise the nose above the normal glide attitude and keep it there by bringing the control
column, gently, further and further back. Notice that the speed and noise are getting less, the controls are
becoming less effective and you may feel the onset of buffeting over the tail section and/or rear fuselage.
There’s the stall. The nose pitches down, even with the control column right back. We move the control column
forward to reduce the angle of attack. Speed increases and we fly it smoothly out of the dive. You will note that
we were unable to bring the nose up until we regained flying speed’.

The above description of a typical stalling exercise covers the case of a glider which has a natural nose-drop
tendency at the stall. Note the key point—in spite of the control column coming back the nose pitches down. In
the case of a glider which does not have a natural pitch down tendency, the key point is the control column
arriving on the back stop and the variometer showing about 600 to 800/ft min rate of descent.

The recovery in both cases is identical—smooth progressive forward movement of the control column. It is not
sufficient to allow any natural nose-down tendency the glider may have to ‘self recover’ from the stall. Positive
action must be taken by the pilot.

If at any stage at or just before the stall actually occurs one wing should drop, the same smooth progressive
forward movement of the control column will cure the problem.

Nose High Stall
‘This time we’ll pitch the nose higher above the horizon. Speed decreases much quicker and the stall is more
sudden. The nose pitches further down. We recover as before, but more height is lost in the process.’

NOTE: The positive use of the elevator in stall recovery gets the wing flying again very quickly and arrests any
wing-dropping tendency that may be present. Excessive use of rudder must be avoided.

Protracted slow flight near the point of stall, using secondary effect of rudder to keep the wings level is of no
practical value.

The pupil should understand that, if the glider is for any reason allowed to fly too slowly, prompt and correct use
of ELEVATOR will set matters to rights immediately. This should be demonstrated and practised, and will be of
undoubted value in that pilot’s later flying.

Stalling off a turn
This consists of carrying out exercises as described in the earlier sequence ‘The Stall’ but initiated from:

1. Varying° of bank in balanced turns
2. Slipping and skidding turns.

Note that, in recovery, the use of forward control column has the same effect of arresting any wing drop as it had
in level flight. However, since in this case there is already some bank on the glider when the stall occurs, more
opposite rudder will probably be necessary to prevent yaw developing towards the lower wing. Use whatever
rudder is necessary to prevent the yaw. Make no attempt to level the wings with rudder. As in the level flight
case, once stall recovery action has taken effect, coordinated aileron and rudder may be used as required to level
the wings or set them at any bank angle required.

It needs to be mentioned that at steeper angles of bank the stalling speed will be progressively higher.

Additional Notes
The instructor should ensure that the following points are taken into account in stall training.

• Stalling while thermalling in rough conditions is not unknown. Make sure that this is recognised as a
possible danger in low thermalling, and the consequent need for increased speed under such conditions.
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• Be sure that the trainee recognises that the stalling condition can be approached on a slow winch or auto
launch and that the nose should be lowered to reduce the angle of attack, even if this means abandoning
the launch and gliding safely down to a landing.

• Regardless of his understanding of theory, the trainee must be made to accept the fact that, as the stall is
approached, a down-going aileron, used in an attempt to raise a wing, can produce a stall of that
wingtip, causing the dropped wing to drop even further.

This must not be considered justification for the use of rudder in place of aileron, but rather as justification of the
need to reduce the angle of attack promptly and keep the glider under positive control.

It is unlikely that a trainee will stall accidentally with the nose held very high. More likely the inadvertent stall
will occur when close to the ground and his attention is distracted, or if he under-estimates wind gradient, or if
he raises the nose in an attempt to extend the glide.

At a safe height, give the trainee practice in stall and recovery from these everyday situations, training him to
recognise the somewhat subtle dangers of the stall, to anticipate and avoid stalling situations and, when he stalls,
to effect recovery with the minimum of height.

Safe speed near the ground
When flying ‘near the ground’ it is essential to fly at a safe margin above the stalling speed. (‘Near the ground’
may be defined as a height below that from which safe recovery from a stall or a spin can be effected). The
speed which allows this safe margin is known as ‘Safe speed near the ground’ and is the basic stall speed, plus
10 knots, plus half the wind strength’. When flying the circuit and approach the safe speed near the ground
would be the minimum acceptable, although in the early stages of the auto or winch launch 1.3 Vs is acceptable.
(See section on winch and auto launching.)

Low G
The phenomenon of low G is a problem area which has only recently been recognised, largely through the
circulation of an excellent paper on the subject by Derek Piggott. For those who have not read the paper, the
problem arises when a sensitive pilot is subjected to G forces less than one. Now it is important to understand
that this does not involve great quantities of negative G—in fact we are talking about a situation where we do not
even get as far as zero G. We are talking about the ‘lightness’ one feels when the control column is moved
forward at cruising speed, a sensation which has been likened to driving over a humped back bridge. There
would be not more than about one third to one half G involved, if that.

The main problem occurs if a pilot has been trained in stall recovery by pushing the control column forward
quite readily, and thus producing an increment of low G. If this pilot equates a low G sensation with the stalled
condition, he may continue pushing the control column forward in an attempt to cure what he thinks is a stall.
This he will do whenever low G is encountered, turbulence or sudden sink for example, and of course the more
the control column is moved forward in a mistaken attempt to ‘unstall’ a glider which was never stalled, the
more vivid the sensation of lightness becomes. Eventually the pilot can become quite irrational about the whole
thing and continue to push the control column forward despite an ever-steeping dive and increasing airspeed.
This phenomenon could explain some otherwise inexplicable accidents in the past.

Pilots can be checked for their sensitivity to low G in the following manner. Get the pilot to dive the glider
gently to about 55 knots and pull the nose up to about 20° above the horizon. Then get him to push gently,
asking him to stop the glider when it is once again in the normal glide attitude. Any undue sensitivity to the
‘lightness’ mentioned earlier will show itself in a tendency to keep pushing past the normal attitude. An extreme
case will probably show a tendency to throw the head back, the arms tending to straighten with the control
column being driven even further forward. If it gets to this stage you may have to assist in the recovery.

One thing which will positively assist any undue sensitivity to the low G phenomenon will be to instruct the pilot
to make an effort to look at the horizon, rather than fix his gaze dead ahead, or worse still in the cockpit. This
strong visual impact of the horizon in front of him will tend to suppress the sensations of lightness experienced
by the pilot. Such techniques are essential in cable-break recovery training. Simply assess the susceptibility of
the pilot under check to the low G phenomenon, and do all you can to assist if you find he is sensitive. Do not
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use the exercise as an excuse to generate great quantities of negative G, something which many people find
acutely uncomfortable and some find frightening.

The Launch

Winch & auto tow launching

General
It is too often the case that insufficient attention is paid to correct launching procedures and to the supervision
and discipline which, for reasons of safety, needs to be applied to all launching operations.

The following procedures should be regarded as of the greatest importance. The teaching method as set out
should be followed closely.

Launch stages (Winching)
It is essential that the launching stages should be identified and understood by the trainee and it is difficult to
achieve this in any other way than by ground briefing and observation.

Ground Run and Separation
At this stage the glider begins to accelerate and should be placed in the flying attitude by the appropriate use of
the controls (this will vary from glider to glider). When flying speed is reached the glider will separate from the
ground and begin to climb away.

INITIAL CLIMB is the stage in which the attitude of the glider is gently and smoothly steepened to the full
climb attitude.

FULL CLIMB is the stage in which the glider is maintained in the full climb attitude until the cable is about to
be released.

RELEASE is the stage in which cable release procedure is carried out.

The teaching sequence
• Formal briefing, summarising the full launch.
• Ground observation of gliders being launched.
• Demonstration flight(s) for each stage, including pre-flight briefing and post-flight debriefing.
• Practice, under close supervision of instructor.

Full climb
It is suggested the trainee should be introduced to the Full Climb stage of the launch, early in training, to utilise
air time which would be otherwise wasted. Care should be taken, however, to ensure that the trainee is at ease
with the use of all the controls before introduction to this sequence.

The Ground-run and Separation Stages requires a° of skill and judgement far greater than that required in the
Climb Stage, therefore it should be introduced after the trainee has mastered the Full Climb Stage.

Formal briefing—full climb
The trainee is given a general picture of the launch as a whole, the sections of the launch are described and more
detailed consideration is given to the ‘Climb Stage’ with which his early familiarisation will be concerned.

This introductory briefing should be along the following lines:

‘Now that you are familiar with the effect of controls in normal flight, we will use part of the launch as a form of
practice, and to prepare you to handle the complete launch at a later stage.’

‘For convenience we divide the launch into stages, which we teach separately.’
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Figure 1

‘The curve represents the path the glider follows on the launch. We divide this curve into four main parts. . . .
For the present we are only concerned with the Full Climb Stage.’

On this flight I will demonstrate the full climbing attitude and you will learn to judge this attitude by watching
the nose position relative to the horizon. This is only possible by looking each side of the instrument panel, as
the view directly ahead is totally obscured because of the attitude. It is always a good idea to glance towards
the wing tip to check the angle of the wing against the horizon to help judge the full-climb attitude, particularly
when you are not familiar with a particular glider.’

‘On subsequent flights I will hand over control to you after I have completed the Initial Climb and the glider is
in the Full Climb attitude, and you will practise this part of the launch.’

‘There are several things to be remembered:

The climbing attitude is maintained by use of the elevator. As the glider gains height in the full climb, a slowly
increasing back pressure is required to counteract the downward pull of the cable. However, towards the top of
the full climb stage this pressure should be relaxed a little to minimise the chance of a back release occurring.
The climbing attitude should be maintained only when the launching speed is within safe upper and lower limits
and you should always learn what these limits are for any glider you are flying. Consult the glider placards and
your instructor for these limits.’

Release
‘As we approach the end of the launch, the climbing attitude will be reduced. Before we get too close to the end
of the launch, you will pitch the nose down with a precise, smooth movement, from the climbing attitude
towards the attitude for normal flight and as the nose passes the horizon you will operate the release twice.’

‘If this has been correctly executed, the cable will drop gently away without affecting the attitude of the glider.
You then fly straight ahead and establish attitude, speed and trim for normal flight.’

Launch speed signals
If speed is too slow, at any time during the launch, lower the nose and release. (The nose must always be
lowered to maintain safe speed.) The absolute lower limit for launch speed is 1.3Vs

The upper limit of speed on the launch is the ‘placard launch speed of the glider’. This is the speed never to be
exceeded on the launch and is fixed according to the design strength of the glider. If the launching speed is
building up and approaching this figure, the TOO FAST signal is given.

The TOO FAST signal is to yaw the glider from side to side with definite movements of the rudder. Do not
lower the nose before giving this signal. The signal must be given well before the speed actually reaches the
placard limit. If this is exceeded, release immediately. The wings are kept level in the usual way, by appropriate
use of aileron and rudder.

Note: When abandoning a launch because of excessive speed pull the release before lowering the nose. This
will ensure that the glider ‘balloons’ upwards during the pitch over back into normal flight, and will help to
avoid entanglement with an oscillating drogue and cable assembly.

Drift correction
‘You will learn, by observation of the ground, to avoid drift on the launch and to judge your position when you
are approaching the end of the launching run. Drift is controlled by banking the glider slightly toward the
windward side and making correction with rudder.’

Launch failure procedure
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‘Speed and angle of climb throughout the launch are always judged so as to allow a margin of speed for
recovery from any sudden interruption of the launch. At any angle of climb you must have sufficient speed to
nose over into a normal attitude if the launch should suddenly fail.’

‘Until you are taught launch failure procedure, I will take over control immediately in the event of a launch
failure.’

Formal briefing (ground run, separation, initial climb)
Now you have had some experience in the full climb stage of the launch we will go on to the part of the launch
from the time the launch begins until the glider has entered the Full Climb attitude.’

‘The ideal path the glider should follow up from the ground is a smooth curve of gradually increasing steepness
until Full Climb is reached.’

‘We must always remember, however, that the following possibilities exist during every launch:

• Cable breaks
• Mechanical failure or power loss at the winch
• Gusts, thermals and changes of wind direction
• Faulty judgement of speed by the winch, or auto-tow driver.’

‘As it is possible, particularly in the early stages of the launch, for the glider to have insufficient height to
recover from the stalling effect of any sudden loss of flying speed, it is essential to have at all times an adequate
margin of speed.’

(Here the Instructor should demonstrate with hand movements, or a model that the steeper the climbing attitude
becomes, the more time it will take to recover to a safe attitude, the greater height needed for safe recovery, and
the absolute necessity of an adequate margin of speed throughout the steepening climb. This key point should be
brought out with considerable emphasis and repetition so that it will remain in the trainee's mind throughout his
training.)

‘For these reasons the glider must be flown by the pilot throughout the launch and you must guard against any
tendency to adopt a fixed control setting and let the winch driver, as it were, fly the glider.’

‘The pilot’s decision as to how steeply to climb at any point on the launch is decided by whether he has a
reasonable margin above the absolute minimum speed for the particular angle of climb. The minimum safe
launch speed is that which gives the pilot an adequate margin of speed above the stall (on the launch) to enable
him to carry out launch failure procedures. This speed is taken as 1.3Vs.’

‘An angle of climb that is safe at adequate speed becomes unsafe if that speed is reduced, and must be adjusted
immediately.’

‘Before you adopt any particular angle of climb you must first have adequate speed for that angle. You will
never assume that, because speed is increasing, it will continue to do so.’

Ground Observation
Take up a position about 200 yards ahead of the launching point and about 200 yards to one side. If launches are
being flown to a reasonable standard, separation and change of attitude in initial climb will be readily observed
and should be understood by the trainee without any difficulty.

The launches taking place should be discussed informally with the trainee and questions should be encouraged.
Launching faults should be pointed out, particularly the fault of entering Full Climb too early(‘What would
happen if he had a cable break now?’ etc).

After two or three launches, if the trainee is getting the picture, the following pre-flight briefing may be
combined with ground observation.
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Pre-flight briefing
• ‘On the next flight I will demonstrate the Ground Run and Separation, and Initial Climb Stage of the

launch. These stages are as follows:
•••• A ground run, usually short, until take-off speed is reached.
•••• Separation in which the glider leaves the ground in the correct take-off attitude.
•••• Initial Climb. A gradually steepening climb during which the attitude of the glider is changed from the

take-off attitude to the full climb attitude.’

Ground Run The ground run starts with the glider at rest. Before the pilot indicates that he is ready for the take-
off, he will have completed the cockpit check, checked the take-off run, wind direction and strength, etc, ensured
that the glider is correctly lined up with the launching cable and that the cable is not fouled , and finally
positioned the controls for take-off (control positions vary according to the type of glider).

‘After the glider starts moving and as soon as the speed is sufficient to give elevator control, I make the
necessary change in the attitude of the glider to put it in the attitude for take-off’

NOTE: The correct take-off attitude should be shown to the pupil during the ground observation exercise.

‘During the initial ground run, coarse use of rudder and ailerons are required to maintain direction and keep
lateral position.’

‘As the launch speed continues to increase the glider, having been placed in the take-off attitude, will lift off the
ground. At this stage -

‘If the launch is accelerating, I will, by appropriate use of the elevator, maintain the take-off attitude unchanged
so that the glider rushes away from the ground in this attitude while I wait for it to reach the speed at which it is
safe to begin a gentle steepening of the climb.’

If the launch is not accelerating, or speed is falling off I will not allow the glider to rise more than a few feet off
the ground, and if the speed does not increase in a reasonable distance, say a hundred yards or so, I will
release the cable and land the glider.’

‘I want you to remember that you never persist with an uncertain launch past the point where a launch to a
height much less than usual will result, and that you never let an uncertain launch float you more than a few
feet off the ground.’

At this stage of the launch the speed must be sufficient before normal climb procedure can be followed.’

If the speed is sufficient and increasing, the glider being several feet off the ground, still in the take-off attitude,
I will allow it to climb further until it reaches a height and a speed which allows the gentle change to the
climbing attitude to begin.’

‘With regard to height, altimeter readings become inaccurate due to lag.’

‘With regard to speed, as you know, upper and lower limits of speed must be observed, and without becoming
over dependent on the instrument, it is desirable that the ASI is used at intervals throughout the launch to
ensure that the speed is within the prescribed limits.’

‘You should note that the speed at which the first gentle change to climbing attitude is made should be not less
than 1.3 times the stalling speed of the glider. From experience we know that this glider stalls at . . . . and
therefore our minimum speed for beginning this change to the climbing attitude is . . . . You must learn to judge
this speed; if necessary checking with a quick glance at the ASI.’

‘If our speed is above the minimum, and if the speed of the launch is still increasing, I will continue gently and
evenly, to change the attitude towards the full climb attitude.’

‘As safety and ability to recover from launch failure increase according to increase of speed and height, we
steepen our angle of climb accordingly, reaching the full climbing attitude at a height which is ample for
recovery from this ‘steepest climbing attitude’ if the launch should fail.’
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‘I will tell you when we are established in the full climb. Note our height above the ground. The normal launch
takes place very quickly, so when I demonstrate it, you will have to watch closely for each stage.’

Demonstration flight(s)
The instructor should take particular care that the trainee is able to identify each stage of the launch. Above all,
the beginning of the full climb stage should be called out, and care taken that this is at an adequate height—on
the high side, rather than the low.

Auto tow
Winch launching methods apply to auto towing, with the following exceptions:

Slower acceleration which results in a longer ground run, giving poor control in cross winds.

In conditions of light winds it may be found that delay will be experienced in reaching safe initial climb speed
and any attempt to initiate the climb before acceleration is satisfactory must be avoided.

Take-off responsibility
In all methods of launching the pilot of the glider is in complete command and gives the orders for the launch.

In preparing for flight, the pilot arrives at his glider, carries out a pre-flight inspection, seats himself comfortably
and securely. After completing all cockpit checks, and confirming ‘all clear above and behind’, to ascertain that
all is clear in the region he cannot survey, he gives the command ‘Take up slack’, followed by ‘All out’ when all
the slack in the cable has been taken up. If any unforeseen circumstances arise, such as an over-run, chute
billowing over canopy, etc, he will abandon the take-off by operating the release and calling out STOP.

NOTE: The terminology is carefully chosen here. ‘Take up slack’ three syllables, ‘All out’ two syllable and
‘Stop’ one syllable. Thus even in cases of poor communication, when clarity of words is lost, there is a back up
in the number of syllables used. Variation of the terms used removes this useful back-up.

After the abandonment of any launch, the whole launch procedure is started again from the beginning.

Launch failure procedure (winch & auto tow)

Introduction
Pupils should be introduced to launch failure procedure when they have had reasonable experience with the
launch. Briefing and training should follow the procedure outlined below.

Initial briefing
Explain to the pupil that a launch failure is the situation where a glider is unable to leave the ground once the
launch has started, or when airborne it would be unable to maintain speed above the absolute minimum of 1.3Vs
when in a climb attitude.

Launch failure may be expected quite often during launching operations. Provided that the correct procedure is
followed, launch failures present no more difficulty than any other training sequence.

Launch failure can occur from one or more of the following conditions:
(a) Mechanical failure or power loss at the winch or auto-tow.
(b) Faulty judgement of speed by the winch or auto-tow driver.
(c) Cable breaks.
(d) Wind changes causing down-wind launch.
(e) Faulty procedure by the pilot.
(f) Glider over-running the launch cable.

If a launch failure occurs when a glider is airborne the following procedure should be initiated by the pilot:

Action 1 Regain and maintain the safe speed near the ground (Vs + 10 knots + half wind strength).
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Action 2 Operate the cable release mechanism twice.

Action 3 Land ahead unless above minimum height for a circuit.

The reason for carrying out the above procedure should be explained to the pupil during the formal briefing for
each of the above exercise.

†† IMPORTANT:

†† The training of this sequence must be aimed towards making Actions 1 and 2 instinctive and automatic. In
contrast, Action 3 is taken after calm, assessment of the situation and after the correct ASI reading has been
observed.

Training sequence
Briefing and practice on Action 1.

Briefing and practice on Action 2.

Briefing and practice on Action 3.

Simulated launch failures at any stage of the launch.

Formal training
Action 1.
Regain and maintain the safe speed near the ground.

Briefing. If a glider is held in a climb attitude after a launch failure it will stall within a few seconds. To prevent
a stall the attitude of the glider must be promptly changed from the climb attitude to that for the safe speed near
the ground.

During the change in attitude there will be a noticeable delay of about five seconds before speed builds up
to a ‘safe speed near the ground’ and stabilises. If a turning manoeuvre is attempted or if air brakes are
opened before the speed stabilises there is every possibility that the glider will stall or enter a spin. (See section
on Spinning.)

Demonstration. Instructors should demonstrate to trainees the correct procedure for taking effective action to
regain and maintain the safe speed near the ground following a launch failure. This procedure can be carried out
from a simulated launch climb attitude when a glider is in free flight. When the trainee is competent in taking
effective recovery action and is convinced that there is a considerable delay before the speed stabilises following
the recovery action, he should be introduced to Action 2.

Action 2
Operating the cable release mechanism.

Briefing. When a launch failure occurs the drogue chute and a length of cable often remain attached to the
glider. The drogue chute, together with the cable, must be released from the glider to eliminate the possibility of
a large increase in drag or the danger of a hang up if the cable fouls an obstruction. To release the cable, the
cable release mechanism is operated twice, after initiating action to regain and maintain the safe speed near the
ground.

Demonstration. Instructor to demonstrate to the pupil the correct procedure for operating the release mechanism
following a launch failure. This demonstration can be simulated from the position where a normal release from
the launch takes place. When the pupil is competent in the correct procedure for releasing the cable following a
launch failure he should be introduced to Action 3. (Note that this differs from the procedure for abandoning a
launch for excessive speed.)
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Action 3
Land ahead or circuit.

Briefing A Launch failure can occur at any moment of any launch. Having completed Actions 1 and 2 the
normal alternatives are for a landing straight ahead or for a circuit. The decision as to which action is to be taken
is based on two simple rules -

Rule 1
If the glider is below a height above the ground of 1/10 of the total useable field or strip length, at a point not
more than half way along the field, sufficient room remains for a landing straight ahead using full air brakes.

The 1/10 height/strip length relationship is a rough guide only and not absolute and may vary from glider to
glider. Some allowance has to be made for distance covered due to reaction time and the initiation of Actions 1
and 2, so where a failure occurs at the critical half-way mark care should be taken that this time lag does not
bring the aircraft into the NMA (Non Manoeuvring area.)

Rule 2
If the glider is above 400 feet above the ground when a launch failure occurs, there is sufficient height for a
properly flown circuit to be carried out (that is, a circuit in which the pilot has ample safe height and room to
manoeuvre to perform all the usual checks and carry out a normal landing). In most cases the actual landing from
this circuit will be up the field from the usual landing area.

Safety Emphasis. It should be emphasised that the pilot should plan to land ahead until he is satisfied that
Rule 2 applies. Then, when carrying out a circuit from a cable break it should be stressed that the pilot should
never feel under an obligation to land at the normal touch down point.

Demonstration For several launches the instructor should tell the trainee the landing situation at various stages
of the launch. Emphasis should be placed on the landing situation at the half way point of the strip. Instructors
can assess a trainee’s grasp of the landing situation by asking him on the launch where he would land in the
event of a launch failure.
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Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Figure 2

Non-manoeuvring area (NMA)
Trainees should understand that the non-manoeuvring area is the area in which a glider is too low to carry out a
circuit and that an attempt to land ahead will result in an overshoot of the available field or strip length. (Refer
Diagrams 1-3, Fig 2). However, if the pilot is caught in the NMA (see Diagram 3) he must understand that he
should not attempt a circuit but should use his discretion in choosing the safest landing area available, to one
side or the other, or even cross wind, and position himself by making turns, or in the worst case ‘S’ turns. (‘S’
turns are not recommended for normal landings, but in an emergency they may provide the only means of
making an approach into a confined area.)

It should be pointed out that bad ground on the strip itself may result in there being another NMA.

Note: The recommended minimum field length for winch launching is 1200 metres (3930 feet) and for auto
towing is 1600 metres (5250 feet).

Cross-wind conditions
Where there is a significantly strong cross-wind and a failure occurs at a sufficient height to complete a circuit a
pilot must, after completing Actions 1 and 2, turn in the downwind direction but not allowing himself to be
drifted away from the strip. In fact his turn will be through an arc of approx 225° (see figs 3 & 4) and he will fly
cross wind along a track parallel and close in to the strip, landing either into wind if possible, or cross-wind in
his original take-off direction.
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General
One of the first requirements of safe flying is that a properly trained pilot knows beforehand how he will handle
any situation which might occur and is not surprised into doing the wrong thing. Before take-off there must be
full awareness of -
(a) The wind direction and strength, and
(b) possible overshoot areas or emergency landing areas.

Figure 3
After launch failure at ‘X’, pilot completes Actions 1 & 2 and, height permitting, turns in down-wind direction.

Large changes of heading (two turns of well over 90° each, probably completed as a continuous turn) are made
at height. Pilot has a good view of landing area on ‘down-wind’ leg. Base leg is made into wind and not hurried.
Final turn at low altitude is much less than 90°. If the landing area is suitable it is simple to land into wind.

Figure 4
If the pilot turns in the into-wind direction initially, turns with smaller changes of heading are made at height. On
the ‘down-wind’ leg, the view of the landing area is restricted. The base leg, being made down wind, is hurried
and the final turn, made at low altitude, must be made through much more than 90°. It would be most difficult to
position the glider for a landing into wind.

If a pilot takes off, conscious of the possibility of a launch failure and fully prepared to deal with it, what might
be considered an emergency merely becomes a routine exercise.

Simulated launch failures
Simulated launch failures should be carried out at various stages of the launch until the pupil has demonstrated
the correct responses to failure at any stage of the launch.

Glider over-running the launch cable.
Emergency procedure.
A potentially dangerous situation exists if the glider over runs the launch cable. A loop of the cable can foul on
the wheel or skid or other part of the structure and in the likely event of the back/release operating, the drogue or
twin-rings may foul around the glider and cause a hang-up and damage. Although the winch driver should
abandon the launch if he suspects the likelihood of an over-run the pilot must not assume that this will be done.
Thus, whenever a glider over-runs the cable, either on the ground or in the air, the release should be operated
twice and if possible the glider smartly turned away from the cable or drogue. This procedure applies when the
pilot is satisfied that no hang-up has occurred.
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If it is suspected that the cable has fouled the wheel or skid assembly, and that the launch is taking place despite
the release being pulled twice, take all possible steps to ensure that the glider does not leave the ground. Apply
full forward control column and open the airbrakes fully. DO NOT ALLOW THE GLIDER TO FLY.

Aerotow launching

Introduction
Safe aero-tow launching depends upon cooperation between the pilots of both aircraft and mutual awareness of
pre-arranged procedures (refer Manual of Approved Procedures). A tow rope of 50 metres minimum is the
NZGA requirement.

Aero Tow
Due to the turbulent propeller wash and wing tip vortices of a powered aircraft, gliders are normally positioned
either just above or just below (two-three feet) the slip stream while on tow. The positions are known as high
and low tow respectively. Since in the high tow position the glider is almost on the thrust axis of the towing
aircraft this is sometimes referred to as the ‘line astern’ position. The high tow launch is the standard procedure
for NZGA clubs using aerotow.

Aero-tow stages
(a) Pre-take off and Ground Run
(b) Separation and Climb Away
(c) Normal Climb and level Flight
(d) Release
(e) Emergencies

Sequence of Instruction
(a) Ground Briefing
(b) Normal Climb and level Flight
(c) Release
(d) Ground-run separation and climb away
(e) Emergencies

Aerotow stages
Pre-take off and Ground run
Before take-off on aero tow the trim should be set as required during the cockpit check and the controls used to
get the glider into the take-off attitude, from which it will separate naturally when flying speed is attained. The
glider should not be abruptly ‘rotated in the nose-up sense at the separation stage.

At this stage the wings are kept level (or banked slightly into any cross wind) with aileron, position behind the
tug is maintained with rudder and take-off attitude is maintained with elevator. Course control movements will
be required until the glider gains speed.

Separation and Climb-away
Whether intending to carry out a high or low tow, the separation and climb-away stages are identical. The glider
will lift off before the tug and should be held at a height of six to ten feet above the ground (about the height of
the tug’s fin) until the tug also separates. In this situation the glider is above the tug’s slipstream.

If intending to carry out a high tow, this position above the slipstream is maintained as the combination climbs
away. Remember that high tows, by definition just above the slipstream, not above the tug. The slipstream is the
primary reference, not one of the fixtures on the tug.

If intending to carry out a low tow, maintain station above the slipstream until the tug is positively established in
a climb. Then move gently but positively down through the turbulence of the slipstream until the turbulence
ceases. The glider is now in the low-tow position. Once again the slipstream is the primary reference. Do not go
too low in relation to the slipstream—it is not necessary.
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Note that it is dangerous to go too high behind the tug in high tow. If the glider goes so high that the pilot loses
sight of the tug, the glider’s release should be pulled WITHOUT DELAY.

Normal climb
The glider should maintain position directly behind the tug (either high or low-tow) during straight flight and in
turns when the bank angle of the glider will be that of the towing aircraft.

If for any reason excessive slack develops in the rope, the problem is best alleviated by yawing or careful use of
airbrakes. Action which results in the sudden tightening of the tow rope is to be avoided should the glider pilot
wish to remain on tow. With more powerful tow aircraft rope slack is seldom encountered. It is important to trim
the glider to fly ‘hands off’ on tow. It considerably reduces pupil workload.

Release
The release is carried out from the position in which the glider is being towed, ie if towing in low-tow, release
from low-tow, if towing in high tow release from high tow.

It is essential to check that, prior to release, the airspace is clear (a) to the right where the glider is just about to
turn, and (b) to the left and below where the tug is just about to descend.

The release should be operated while the tow-rope is still under some tension and the glider pilot, on seeing the
rope separate will immediately commence a clearing turn to the right thereby obtaining a maximum clearance
from the rope. The tug pilot, after feeling ‘release’ should check that the glider has in fact release and begin a
descending turn to the left. ‘Aerobatic’ tug departures into the descent phase are prohibited.

Changing station on tow
During training the pupil will need to be taught both high and low tow, and the correct way to effect a transition
between the tow. There is ample time and opportunity; once basic aerotowing skills have been acquired there is
very little to do except sit there and follow the tug. The time should be used profitably to expand the pupil’s
skills and to build confidence in the ability to change station smoothly and accurately.

Boxing the slipstream
This is a very useful exercise in coordination, understanding of the forces at work on aerotow, and confidence
building. If commencing from low tow the glider should be flown out to the right, still in low tow, and held
there for a moment. Then the glider is brought smoothly to the high tow position, still out to the right, and held
in that position for a moment. Then, remaining in high-tow, transition across to a position out to the left of the
tug, and pause there for a moment. Then back down to low tow, still to the left, land pause there. Finally, return
the glider to the central, low-tow position. The object of the exercise is to describe a ‘box’ around the tug
slipstream, without actually touching the slipstream. The reverse sequence is followed if commencing from high-
tow.

Once again, since there is very little else to do during aero tow training, once basic skills have been acquired,
this exercise will be found very useful.

In any exercise involving deliberate station-changing on tow, the tug pilot should be advised prior to the tow.

Emergencies
General
Glider pilots must guard against complacency during aerotow as although aero tow is normally a straight
forward, simple and safe procedure, rapid action is called for should any emergency occur.

Emergency release
The glider pilot must be prepared for a release from the tug without warning but normally should the tug-pilot
require the glider to release he will rock his wings. The glider pilot must release immediately or the tug pilot
will jettison him. If the glider gets badly out of position, the tug pilot may have to release the rope to maintain
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control of his aircraft. When the glider pilot suspects that the tug may be in difficulties he must release the tug
instantly—hesitation could imperil the tug pilot’s life particularly where the combination is close to the ground.
In an emergency the glider generally has a higher safety margin than the towing aircraft and should therefore
initiate the release.

Airbrakes out signal
When a tug pilot knows or suspects that a glider’s airbrakes or tail-chute are out during a launch, he will waggle
the tug’s rudder to advise the glider pilot to check these items. If the tug is not in imminent danger the tug pilot
should tow the glider to an adequate height above the strip before giving the ‘airbrakes out’ signal. The
instructor should arrange with the tug pilot to have this signal demonstrated several times during the training of a
glider. pilot.

Release failure
In the event of failure of the glider to release, the glider should be flown out to the left until acknowledgment is
obtained from the tug pilot. Upon receipt of such acknowledgment, the glider is returned to the high-tow
position. When it is stabilised in the high-tow position over an open area the rope is released from the tug end.
The glider should make a higher than normal approach to land, to avoid the still attached towrope fouling any
obstructions.

NOTE: In the event of failure to release, as well as carrying out the above procedure, KEEP TRYING TO
RELEASE. Further attempts are often successful, especially after a change of position behind the tug.

Both glider and tug hooked up
Descend with the tug, maintaining high-tow position and tension in the rope by use of airbrakes as necessary.
Land behind the tug using all braking available. If overtaking the tug during landing steer to whichever side is
feasible as dictated by any prevailing crosswind. The tug pilot will assist by decelerating slowly during the
landing run.

Power failure on take-off
Should the tug have a power failure during the take off the glider pilot should release immediately and keep clear
of the tug as in the previous paragraph.

Flying level on tow
In level flight, with the tug/glider combination not climbing, eg cross-country ferry flights, the feel of the glider
is quite different, as follows:

The trim of the glider is considerably affected—the trim control will almost certainly need to be reset.

Slack will develop in the rope very easily. Airbrakes may be used to help keep the rope tight, or the glider can be
flown in the tug slipstream—this creates quite a lot of extra drag.

When releasing from tow in level flight, there must be no delay in making the right turn, otherwise the rope may
get quite close to the glider. This is true whether releasing from the high or low tow position.

Descending on tow
Slack ropes are inevitable when descending on tow, and the use of airbrakes is essential. It is obviously
necessary to acquire the skill of descending on tow before a landing on tow. (See para ‘Both glider and tug
hooked up’) is attempted.

Aerotow instruction
The trainee’s air instruction should begin during the climbing stage of the launch above 800 feet, and it should
be anticipated that he may have difficulty in maintaining station behind the tug due to over-controlling or poor
coordination of aileron and rudder. The best way to start is to return to the stable platform demonstration, which
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works perfectly well on tow if the trim has been correctly adjusted. THIS IS AN IMPORTANT
DEMONSTRATION.

He should be shown that, should the glider get out of station laterally, it must be because roll has developed and
the first requirement is to ensure that the glider’s wings are parallel with those of the tug by gentle application of
aileron and rudder. This will stop the glider getting further out of station, and in most cases the glider will tend to
return to the central position of its own accord after a few seconds.

Keep in mind that attempts to return the glider to the central position (or approximately so) should be
UNHURRIED. If it is apparent that more rapid reactions to an out of station situation are necessary, the
instructor should take over.

At the releasing stage, the instructor must emphasise the importance of LOOKOUT to the right where the glider
is intending to go, and to the left where the tug is about to descend. Check that the glider is still in gliding range
of the site. Pull the release, observe the rope go (get the trainee to say clearly ‘rope gone’) and begin a right turn
without delay.

When the trainee is flying the complete launch, it is desirable that he be well briefed on the ways in which
incorrect glider handling can endanger the tug-pilot, and that he should have had verbal follow-through with the
instructor during the first part of several launches. Two problems are likely to be encountered here; firstly, the
trainee may tend to climb too high before the tug achieves separation. For this case it should be pointed out that
after lift-off, the glider (and tug) airspeed is increasing. A progressive forward movement of the control column
is therefore required to maintain the glider in level flight at the correct height (six to ten feet above the ground or
approximately the height of the tug’s fin. The second problem occurs when the tug starts to climb after lift off
but the glider remains in level flight near the ground instead of beginning the climb away as well.

Once the trainee shows reasonable competence in handling the aero-tow flying sequence, he should be taught to
pick the landing areas which he would use in the event of a rope break or inadvertent release. Unlike winch
launching, aerotowing often involves entering the non-manoeuvring area.

Furthermore, the height ‘over the fence’ is different on each launch, thus demanding more forward planning in
terms of picking landable areas. Beware the low-level turnback—if in doubt, land out. As a check he should be
asked to nominate his intended emergency action during the launch. In cases where a landing ahead is not
possible he should state his alternative landing procedure.

NOTE: Locate—Identify—Operate
Since the release stage of the aerotow will be taught before the take-off stage, it is opportune to introduce the
concept of ‘Locate—identify—operate’ at this time. This means that any ancillary control, in this particular case
the release, should not be operated until it has been positively located and identified as the one required. This
eliminates any possibility of error in selection of the wrong control. The principle applies to all ancillary
controls—airbrakes, flaps, undercarriage—and in the latter case extends to ensuring that the undercarriage
selector is placed in the appropriate position in accordance with the placards fitted to the glider. REMEMBER:
LOCATE—IDENTIFY—OPERATE

Implications of glider going too high behind the tug
A problem arises when the glider gets too high in relation to the tug. The tug pilot, wishing to prevent being
pitched nose-down, applies up elevator. However, if the glider continues to climb behind the tug, eventually one
of two things will happen:

• The tug will be pitched into a steep dive, or
• The tug will stall under the influence of hard up-elevator if the glider pilot dives back into station or

releases the rope.
• There are many fatal cases of both on record.

Let’s examine the first situation in more detail. Suppose the glider keeps on ‘kiting’ upward behind the tug; for
example by a too hurried transition from low-tow to high-tow, resulting in the glider overshooting the high tow
position and carrying on upwards. This situation is made much worse if the glider has a belly-hook or an all-
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moving tail or if the rope is too short. Too short in this context is anything less than 50 metres. The situation
which develops is illustrated in the diagram.

Figure 5
The glider is a ‘worst case’ example having a belly hook and an all moving tail. There are plenty of gliders like
this. The only safe thing to do in these circumstances is for the glider pilot to release the rope the instant he loses
sight of the tug.

Speed increases rapidly as the glider gains height, for a constant tug speed. This is the ‘arc of a circle’ principle
familiar to most winch trained pilots. In the aerotow situation the basic towing speed is higher than on a winch
launch, so any kiting effect, with its associated speed increase is exaggerated. Not only does the speed increase
when the kiting manoeuvre develops, but it is impossible to stop the glider going up. Full forward control
column only reduces the rate at which the kiting develops—it does not stop it. It is impossible to fly the glider
out of one of these situations once it has developed. The only solution is to prevent the glider getting into that
situation in the first place.

Cross wind conditions
Crosswinds affect the ground-run, separation and climb away stages of the launch. In order for the glider to
remain behind the tug during the whole tow, the crosswind takeoff should be considered in three stages:

• Both glider and tug on the ground.
• Glider airborne, tug still on the ground.
• Both aircraft airborne.

Both glider and tug on the ground
With glider and tug both on the ground and accelerating to the glider’s takeoff speed, the glider will try to
‘weathercock’ into wind. This tendency will be more marked if the glider’s wheel is ahead of the centre of
gravity and if the glider is being aerotowed on its bellyhook. The glider pilot needs to use the ailerons to stop the
wing from lifting under the influence of the crosswind, and to apply rudder in the downwind sense to prevent
weathercocking. Proceed in this manner until separation takes place. Note that aileron and rudder are crossed
during this ground run phase.

Glider airborne, tug still on the ground
With the glider airborne and the tug still on the ground, the controls should be uncrossed and the glider turned
into the crosswind by an amount necessary to cancel out the drift. The glider is then held in that position with
ailerons and rudder centralised, until the tug lifts off. Note that the glider heading and the tug heading are
markedly different during this phase, in order for the glider to maintain a track over the ground exactly behind
the tug.
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Both aircraft airborne
When the tug lifts off, it too will angle its nose into wind in order to correct for the drift, leaving the glider
displaced to the upwind side of the combination. When the tug is well clear of the ground, say 50 feet, the glider
is gently turned into station directly behind the tug and the aerotow proceeds normally.

Circuit Approach and Landing

Introduction
The instructor should, at the stage in training recommended in the sequence, or before, describe and illustrate the
planning of the circuit to the trainee in order that the trainee may become familiarised with the patter.

Objective
Before any ground briefing is undertaken, the instructor must define the object of Circuit Planning:

‘For a safe landing we must have:

• Suitable landing area
• A pre-selected landing direction
• A final approach path with a safe margin over obstacles.

Therefore, the object of circuit planning is to position the aircraft on the required final approach.’

Ground Briefing
Using a dirt sketch, blackboard or briefing diagram the instructor should run through the main points on the
circuit explaining to the trainee the reasons for these and the possible modifications. This illustration, prior to the
flight, should not be missed. (See Fig 6.)

It will be appreciated that any diagram must represent an idealised situation, based on an ‘average’ 10 knot wind.
Drift may need taking into account on crosswind legs. Proximity at all times to the landing area must be stressed.
So that if, for example, you run out of height because of unexpected strong sink, you can turn in and land.

‘You are about to be taught how to plan this circuit, that is to judge how and where to fly so that you can go
around the circuit and land exactly where you intended.’

Fig 6

Description of key points around the circuit
From the launch proceed to the exercise area, or do whatever was planned for the flight. Break off the exercise
while there is adequate height to reach the Circuit Joining Area and complete a normal circuit and approach.

There is a Break-off point for every flight, not just for training circuits. Every flight is broken off at a point
which leaves adequate height to carry out the pre-landing checks in accordance with our pre-landing check
(SUFB): check Straps for tightness, Extended Undercarriage, set Flaps for Circuit, and check Brakes for
operation and reach the Circuit Joining Area relative to the landing field. We should form the habit of always
breaking off with enough height to carry out these checks and a proper planned down-wind, base leg and normal
final glide path.

At the Break-off Point the flight, as such is broken off decisively.

Circuit joining area
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Proceed from the Break-off Point to the Circuit Joining Area and join down-wind leg. The airspeed of the
glider is brought to the safe speed near the ground, ie Vs + 10 knots + half wind strength) and trimmed to
maintain this safe speed, never getting below it throughout the remainder of the flight. Never break this
rule at any time.

Note: The flaps are set as appropriate for the type in use. Because of the variety of glider types and their
associated flap systems, it is impossible to make a hard and fast rule about any specific flap setting at this stage
of the circuit. The only thing that must be ensured at this stage is that the flaps are not in their reflex or negative
position for the circuit.

Remember to keep a particularly good lookout in the circuit joining area. There might be other gliders or
powered traffic intent on joining the circuit too. The circuit joining area can be very busy part of the sky.

Safe Habits
After reaching the circuit joining area, the following habits must be emphasised from the earliest training on
circuit planning.

Check for:

1. Safe speed near the ground. (Vs + 10 knots + half the wind strength. Remember this must be constantly
monitored despite having been positively trimmed.)

2. Other traffic
3. Wind strength and direction
4. Landing area obstructions.

Downwind leg
Establish the glider on a down-wind leg parallel to the selected landing path making adjustments in position
relative to the aim point as necessary.

On the down-wind leg check whether height is sufficient to make the chosen landing area. Do this by
continuously judging the angle down to the aim point. This is a fairly ‘coarse’ estimate and is relatively easy to
make after a little practice.

If the angle down to the aim point is too steep (too high and/or too close) move the downwind leg away from
the field, taking care not to turn back onto the landing area or lose sight of it.

If the angle is too shallow (too low and/or too far away) move the downwind leg closer to the field.

If the angle becomes VERY shallow (an extreme example of ‘2’ above) abandon the circuit and turn in
immediately for a landing on the nearest available safe landing area. This situation is known as a modified
circuit.

During the downwind leg remember to check the wind-speed and direction by whatever means are available.
This information is important for selection of the Base Turning Point, for predicting drift on the base leg and for
establishing the speed to use on final approach.

Base turning point
Continue downwind to the base turning point making adjustments according to the angle/distance assessment
and visualising the required Final Approach Path which will give a clearance over obstacles on the approach to
the desired landing area. If there are obstacles ensure that the final approach path clears them by approximately
50 feet.

The turn on to Base-Leg is made so that the resulting base leg flight path will intersect the intended final glide
path at the right height.

Other factors determining when to make the turn on to base leg are:
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(a) Wind strength and direction—the stronger the wind the earlier the base leg turn should be made.
(Unless the wind is 90° to the landing—special case).

(b) The turn should never be made so late as to make the angle to the landing area too shallow. Turn before
it becomes too flat.

On completion of the base leg turn:
(a) Locate and identify airbrake/spoiler control: place free hand on it. From this point on the hand should

not be removed from airbrake/spoiler control unless essential to adjust flaps, etc. Return hand to
airbrake control as soon as any other adjustment are complete.

(b) Assess whether the final approach will be met at the point originally predicted or whether the aircraft
will go above or below it.

(c) Check for traffic on a straight-in final approach or cutting inside the flown base leg.

‘If we would pass above the final approach we change direction away from the field (but don’t go too far) to
meet it where it is higher.’

If we would pass below the final approach we move in towards the field to meet the final approach at a lower
point.

If we will intersect it we make no alteration.’

The trainee should be reminded that at all times he is free to turn in and land if it appears that he has misjudged
badly.

††Notes
1. If the angle to the aim point is assessed as too steep during the downwind leg, any adjustment should be

made early rather than late. For practical purposes, turning away from the field ceases to be an option
once the glider has passed abeam the intended touch down area. Do not move too far away from the field
at any stage of the circuit. An area of unexpected sink could result in failure to get back to the field. It is
preferable to use airbrake or spoiler in this situation, rather than risk an outlanding.

2. Early on the base leg the pilot places a hand on the airbrake or spoiler lever to avoid any possibility of
selecting the wrong control on the final glide.

3. In the case where there is excess height on the base leg, airbrakes or spoilers should be used rather than
going too far back, however, if this has to be done, unless strong lift has been encountered, it is obvious
that the circuit has been misjudged.

4. The opening of the airbrakes during the turn on to base and the final turn should be discouraged.

5. turns at a late stage in the circuit and 360° turns on base leg and final approach are highly undesirable.

The approach
The final turn should be reasonably well banked (30° or so) and precise so as to align the glider for a straight
approach to the landing area. It should be initiated early enough to avoid going past the final approach path.

Once the turn is completed, the approach speed and direction are checked, adjusted if necessary and then
maintained to the round-out.

The position relative to the final approach path to the intended aim point is now assessed. Airbrakes are then
used as required to maintain the correct final approach path until round-out.

Aiming point
The aiming point is an aid to control the final approach path. It is a point (or to be more practical an area) on the
ground which will appear stationary from the cockpit when the glider is stabilised on the selected final approach
path. If the glider is in an overshoot situation (ie it is above the final approach path), the aiming point moves
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downward and tends to disappear out of view under the nose as the glider overshoots it. If the glider is
undershooting (ie it is below the final approach path), the aiming point moves upwards in the windscreen.

An OVERSHOOT requires further extension of the airbrakes/spoilers to steepen the final approach path and
restore the aiming point to a stationary position. Note that in the case of airbrakes, the nose needs to be lowered
slightly as the brakes come out further, in order to prevent the speed from decaying due to the increased drag.

An UNDERSHOOT requires retracting (not necessarily fully) the airbrakes/spoilers, in order to make the
approach path less steep and once more restore the aiming point to a stationary position. Again, note that with
airbrakes, retraction of the brakes necessitates a slight raising of the nose to keep the approach speed constant.

It is very important that trainees are coached in the correct use of airbrakes or spoilers. It is particularly
important to guard against consistently high, steep approaches during training, as this encourages ‘automatic’
opening of the airbrakes/spoilers as soon as the final turn is completed. Thus a trainee never understands the use
of the aiming point technique, because he has always been in an overshoot situation and has never seen any great
variation. Trainees should be shown the undershoot situation and trained in the necessary techniques to correct
it.

Note: It is very much more difficult to detect a shift in the aiming point in the undershoot case than it is in the
overshoot case. A glider overshooting only has to go a little way above the approach path before it becomes
obvious that the aiming point has shifted and that the glider is in an undershoot situation. This undershoot
situation can be EXTREMELY DANGEROUS, in that, once it has been detected it may not be possible for the
glider to regain the previous approach path. A new, flatter approach is therefore inevitable, and if obstacle
clearance was previously limited it may now become impossible to achieve.

A glider on the correct approach path, going in exactly the right direction at the correct approach speed is said to
be on a ‘stabilised’ approach.

Round-out and landing
The aim in landing is to place the glider in an attitude just above the ground so that it will touch down gently at
the minimum possible speed.

At the end of the stabilised approach, when the ground ahead appears to flatten out and the aiming point is
disappearing under the nose, the pilot should transfer his attention forward about 300 to 400 metres and raise the
nose of the glider to check the rate of descent and prevent the glider from flying into the ground.

This means that a small initial backward movement of the control column will be necessary, and when the rate of
descent has been reduced to zero. The glider will decelerate and the control column will then need to be moved
progressively backward to keep a level flight path just above the ground as the speed decreases. The initial
movement to change from the approach path to the level flight path just above the ground is known as ‘The
Roundout’. The resumption of the backward movement of the control column near the ground is known as
‘Hold-off’. The pause between Check 1 and Check 2 is generally of the order of 1 to 2 seconds, but the exact
length of the pause depends on the approach speed and airbrake setting.

After touchdown the control column should remain back, the glider held straight with use of rudder and the
wings kept level with the ailerons. Note that aileron and rudder are used independently of each other when on the
ground. Coarser control movements will be needed as the speed decreases. In normal circumstances the direction
in which the glider landed must be maintained until it stops (assuming of course that it was correct). ‘Taxiing’
the glider is not recommended as rearward visibility from most gliders is non-existent and it is impossible to
check whether another glider is behind and to one side. (Also the glider could be manoeuvred out of wind,
ground loop or run into holes.)
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Flight training
It is suggested that the following procedure be observed in air exercise:

Initial Exercises. Instructor demonstrates the circuit, identifying its various parts, explains how he judges his
position and makes corrections after assessing angle/distance relationship. after two or three circuits the
instructor may continue to fly the glider while the trainee makes the assessments and says what he thinks should
be done or alternatively the trainee may fly while the instructor gives him guidance. The trainee should be
encouraged to ‘think aloud’. Thorough briefing should be given between flights.

Further Flights. Trainee does all the flying and circuit planning, while instructor acts as check and safety pilot.
Make sure that the trainee is really able to judge the Final Glide Path, that he maintains ‘safe speed near the
ground’ at all times and that he has a sound understanding of the whole procedure. Ask him to ‘talk his way’
around the circuit; this allows the Instructor to know what is going on in the trainee’s mind.

Insist on the highest standard of circuit planning thereafter.

Turns
Train for Medium turns near the ground. The circuit is planned for medium turns and reluctance to carry out a
proper medium turn should be watched for and discouraged.

Note the table below, which gives the various factors to be considered in making turns. The table represents a
modern training two-seater of about 600 kg AUW and 34 to 1 glide angle.

To complete a 180° turn at 65 knots
Bank angle (degrees) Time (secs) Height loss (feet) Turn radius (feet)

10º 60 240 2100

20º 30 120 1000

30º 20 75 650

40º 13 55 450

50º 9 50 350

Strong winds

Landing into wind
Due to the steeper final approach path required, the base leg must be closer to the landing area and care taken to
counteract the increased drift on the base leg. Due to the effect of the wind during the turn, the turn on to base
should be commenced earlier. The final approach may need to be made at a higher speed. (See also wind
gradient.)

Landing Cross-wind
Because the ground speed on the base leg will vary according to the direction of the cross-wind, the time spent
on the base leg will also vary.

Where there is a following wind on the base leg the final turn should be commenced earlier whilst with a head-
wind on the base leg, the final turn should be delayed. Where practicable the circuit should be flown so that there
is a head wind component rather than a tail wind component on the base leg.

Illusions
When a glider gets down to circuit height, and more particularly towards the base leg/final approach area, the
pilot is likely to fall victim to a number of illusions. The most important of these is a high ground speed when
flying a downwind leg in a strong wind, giving an ILLUSION of a high speed through the air. Monitoring of the
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actual speed indications on the ASI is the only sensible precaution against this problem, and such monitoring of
speed must be actively taught, not only when strong winds are blowing, but AT ALL TIMES near the ground.

Strong winds will also give an illusion of slipping or skidding in turns in the circuit. Careful coordination is
especially important here.

Practical Hints
Train pilots to use break-off points for all flights, and to break off high enough to reach the circuit joining area.

It is essential to train pilots eventually to judge height and airspeed without reference to instruments. Formal
training exercises are wise here. For height—train him to judge the apparent size of ground objects; cattle,
people, fences, trees, etc. (as a rough guide, individual fence posts are easily recognised from 1000 feet and the
legs of farm animals can be easily seen from 500 feet.) For air speed—familiarise him with attitude, feel and
sound. For both exercises check his spoken height estimate against the instruments. Train him to carry out these
checks constantly for himself.

The altimeter should be used with discretion as a height reference during training. However, the limitations of
the instrument should be clearly understood as regards mechanical inaccuracies, barometric changes and
usefulness as a height reference over varying terrain.

No person should fly solo unless capable of carrying out safe circuits without an
altimeter
It is remarkably easy, and is a great builder of confidence.

A pilot trained to find a suitable circuit joining area relative to any landing field, and from there complete a
normal approach and landing, is far less likely to be upset by strange conditions on early cross-country flights.

With this in mind, train right from the word go that the first thing to do before deciding to break off a flight will
be to say ‘Which is the most appropriate place to land, and where do I place may circuit joining area to achieve
it?’. This avoids the setting up of a circuit ‘by rote’ from where the pilot took off. If there has been a wind
change during the flight (eg sea breeze front) the place of take off may no longer be the best place to land.

When teaching the actual landing it is much better to train pilots to connect the round-out early and by a small
amount, rather than late and by a large amount. The former case is much easier to do and much easer to correct if
slightly mishandled, The latter case can be downright dangerous if even the tiniest error is made. THIS IS A
VERY IMPORTANT POINT.

Beware of very long straight -in approaches. In such situations it is very difficult to identify undershoots until it
is too late.

Finally, any rules are likely to be broken in real emergencies, sometimes with advantage. The most important
thing is to fly the aircraft.

Train strictly for accurate circuit planning but avoid letting the trainee become a victim of inflexible rules.

Don’t train him so that he will attempt to turn in a perfect circuit when, for some reason or other, this becomes
impossible.

REMEMBER—SPEED IS ALWAYS CONTROLLED BY THE ELEVATOR.

Use of airbrakes/spoilers
The final glide path is based on a half to full airbrake setting, therefore the airbrakes/spoilers will only be used to
a sufficient° to maintain this glide path. Again it must be stressed that,

AIRBRAKES/SPOILERS ARE USED TO CONTROL RATE OF DESCENT
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In the early stages it is quite in order, even recommended, that the pupil be allowed to fly the approach using the
primary controls while the instructor controls the airbrakes/spoilers. Ensure that he follows through with hand on
brakes. It is not necessary with all pilots, but some pupils respond very positively to this technique, which
significantly reduces their workload in the early days of learning landings.

Ground observation exercise
In order to demonstrate the Final Glide Path the trainee may be taken to a point 200-300 metres to one side of
the strip in use and well behind the touch down area used by the gliders flying at the time.

Let him evaluate the angle of the final approach path which the gliders are following.

Mention of definite angles (or figures for distances, speed and height) must be avoided at all times. (Figures etc
given only as a general guide or minimum tend to be slavishly followed in all conditions.)

The landing sequence should be explained simply and clearly when formal teaching of landing is to begin,
though by this stage of training some instructors may have introduced the trainee, informally, to the landing
control actions.

A neat landing is difficult to make from a bad approach and easy to make from a good one. The instructor should
therefore ensure that the trainee makes a well-planned circuit and stabilises his final approach as early as
possible so that he may give full attention to the round-out and landing.

Note that, if a trainee goes badly off the rails in the early stages of the approach it is better for the instructor to
take control early and stabilise the approach. Then control can be handed back to the pupil for the landing.
Leaving the takeover too late will result in insufficient time to hand back to the trainee, and the landing will be
wasted. Do not underestimate the importance of getting an accurate line-up early in the approach.

Airbrake/spoiler setting
Although the amount of airbrake/spoiler used during the approach may have been varied to maintain the aircraft
on the final glide-path, the recommended setting for landing should be made before rounding out is commenced.
This setting should then ideally remain unaltered until touchdown. Once the aircraft has touched down the
aribrakes/spoilers should be fully deployed to reduce the length of the ground run.

Landing with limited use of airbrakes/spoilers
If the trainee is having problems of control after round out there is value in using only a small amount of airbrake
before the round-out and giving the trainee the experience of flying for an extended period close to the ground.

Bounced landings
Bounces on landing usually occur because the glider has been rounded out too late and by an insufficient
amount. The glider strikes the ground with a residual rate of descent and is rebounded back into the air. This
effect is particularly marked if the glider is of ‘taildragger’ layout, ie with the CG behind the mainwheel. The
reason for this is that a tail-down movement occurs when the mainwheel strikes the ground, and this results in an
increase in angle of attack the wing. The resultant increase in lift produces a very marked bounce.

Ballooning
During the landing sequence the instructor should always keep his hand near the airbrakes/spoilers so that if the
trainee misjudges his round-out and balloons the aircraft, the instructor can close them instantly to prevent a
stall. Once a safe attitude and speed has been re-established a further attempt at landing may be made. Once
again the control column should never be moved rapidly forward at this stage. Note that such a tendency to
balloon is usually the result of failure to understand where the student is looking and whether he is getting too
mechanical with the controls.

Aileron damage
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In gliders in which the aileron when fully deflected downwards makes contact with the ground before the wing
tip, the ailerons should be neutralised before the wing tip touches.

Extended approach
In cases where the trainee is having problems in the landing phase due to the rapid sequence of events on the
approach, an extended final glide may be obtained by increasing the circuit height so that the final turn is made
higher than normal and a little further back. This allows the trainee more time to stabilise the approach and line
up for the landing. Do not overdo the extension of the approach.

Landing in light winds, no wind or down wind
In conditions of light or tail winds effective control of the glider on the ground is lost due to loss of airspeed
while there is still considerable ground speed. Gliders of ‘taildragger’ layout are directionally unstable on the
ground and if control is lost under the above conditions it will be impossible to check an involuntary ground
loop. The pilot should always concentrate on keeping the glider straight after touch down

Wind gradient
Advantage should be taken of windy conditions to demonstrate the effect of wind gradient and the low level
turbulence caused by topographical features adjacent to the landing area. Wind gradient, which is the name
given to the progressive slowing down of the wind when nearing the ground, is due to the effect of ground
friction on the layers of air near the ground. Thus a glider descending through a gradient is meeting air moving at
a progressively lower speed and this causes a reduction in indicated airspeed if leg, airbrakes or spoilers are held
constant. This effect is countered by entering the gradient at a higher approach speed, ie the higher speed in the
circuit is chosen when it is assessed that there may be a wind gradient.

If there is any wind gradient, it may be expected that there will be a reduction in indicated airspeed near the
ground. The only cure is to maintain extra airspeed from the beginning of the approach. Note that when speed
reduces due to wind gradient it is impossible to safely regain it when the glider is close to the ground.

In any case a higher approach speed should be used in a strong wind to ensure adequate control in turbulence.

The rate of descent through a gradient is naturally higher and care must be taken with the round-out. The pilot
should be ready to close the airbrakes to assist the round-out if necessary.

Influence of lift and sink in the circuit
Glider pilots must be familiar with the normal rate of sink of their glider at normal circuit speed and must
appreciate that lift or sink when encountered in the circuit have considerable effect on angle/distance
relationships due to changes in rate of descent. Pilots (particularly power pilots with little gliding experience)
must be taught to recognise the effects quickly, especially in the case of sink, and the immediate action before
the situation gets out of hand.

Running out of height in the circuit
Following on from the considerations of lift and sink in the circuit it is essential that an instructor contrives to
run a pilot out of height in the circuit during training. This should occur several times. The object is to ensure
that the pilot is trained to have no tendency to try to get back to the launch point. The training should result in a
pilot who is willing to modify the circuit, turn on to base leg early and down the strip. The exercise is especially
valuable if it is carried out without an altimeter.

Directional control on ground
In spite of what has been said about keeping the glider straight after landing it may be necessary to turn the
glider on the ground particularly to avoid obstacles. Trainees should be taught that gliders cannot normally be
turned with nose skid or tail skid (or fixed wheels) on the ground and the glider must be held on the main wheel
with elevator and steered with rudder. (In extreme cases a ground loop may be preferable to hitting a large
obstruction.)
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Landing in different wind speeds
Finally, it is important that a trainee realises that steepness of approaches, touchdown ground speeds and ground-
run distances vary with differences in wind speed. A person trained in quite strong winds will become
accustomed to fairly short landings at a low touchdown speed, and may be confused by the longer landing at a
higher touchdown speed. It is up to the instructor to point out the reasons for these differences to eliminate
confusion. (Debrief and assess every landing.)

Steep Turns

Introduction
A Steep turn is no different to any turn of a lesser angle of bank save in° and all control functions are the same.

Exercise
From a medium turn, select a suitable speed and adjust the nose attitude. Increase the angle of bank to the
required angle and maintain the nose position with elevator.

Practical considerations
Considerable up elevator will be needed to maintain the nose attitude in a steep turn.

Heavier loads are placed on the aircraft during a steep turn and consequently the stalling speed is increased. The
speed to maintain the turn should be increased in proportion to the angle of bank.

Care must be taken to maintain the attitude. If the nose is allowed to pitch down the speed will build up very
rapidly.

To correct, reduce the angle of bank with aileron first, then regain the desired attitude with elevator.

Table of typical stalling speeds at given angles of bank
Angle of Bank (degrees) G Loading Typical Stalling Speed (knots)

0° 1.00 33

10° 1.02 33

20° 1.06 34

30° 1.15 35

40° 1.20 38

50° 1.56 41

60° 2.00 46

70° 2.92 56

80° 5.75 79
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Spinning

Introduction
Spinning is not in itself dangerous, It can be exciting, but not really pleasant. It is a fact that if it happens with
insufficient height to safely recover, it can be disastrous. Endeavour to allay fear of spinning.

Thorough coverage of the section on stalling should have laid a firm theoretical and practical foundation for spin
training. Again, in pre-solo training, the objects are also precautionary. The instructor should make it clear that
he is not teaching a manoeuvre as such . . . he is reproducing under controlled conditions, an abnormal flight
situation and he is teaching the trainee how to recognise that situation, how to anticipate it, and how to deal with
it.

During briefing and air training the following essential points should be implanted firmly in the trainee’s mind;
using considerable repetition if this seems necessary.

The spin may be considered as consisting of three stages:

1. The incipient or undeveloped spin.
2. The fully developed spin.
3. The recovery.

The whole sequence: Normal flight—incipient stage-spin, actually takes quite a long time (10-15 seconds) to
develop, but the final departure into the spinning manoeuvre can, and often does, occur rapidly and WITHOUT
WARNING.

Once auto-rotation has begun, a given glider will require a given minimum recovery height.

Because a spin may develop without warning, no more than a moment of distraction, carelessness, or inattention
is needed for the most experienced of pilots to be caught out by a low level spin. Experience alone is no
safeguard. Only unremitting observance, as a fixed habit, of the safe-speed-near-the ground rule will ensure
avoidance of the highly dangerous low-level spin.

The rules for ‘near the ground’ flight (that is, flight below the spin recovery height of the glider being flown are
therefore:

Never break the ‘safe-speed-near-the-ground’ rule.

Always catch wing-drop by prompt use of elevator, and use only sufficient rudder to prevent the glider yawing
in the direction of the dropping wing. Do not attempt to bring the dropping wing back to level by use of coarse
rudder.

Take instant action the moment spin development is suspected . . . . you do not have to wait until you are sure.
Remember that at this stage, elevator is the dominant control.

Spin training
It is desirable that spin training should cover:

• Incipient spins from straight flight;
• Incipient spins from turns;
• Fully developed spins.

‘Incipient’ spinning is, by definition, the undeveloped stage of the spin.

For practical purposes, in sailplanes, a ‘fully developed’ spin is one which is allowed to develop to the stage
where the nose of sailplane falls uncontrollable to a vertical or near vertical position and rapid rotation
commences. It is no use trying to define it in any other way, for example as a ‘one turn’ or a ‘two turn’ spin.
Such definitions are merely academic, and we are concerned primarily with teaching the practical aspect of spin
exposure and recognition.
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The purpose of incipient spin training is to familiarise the trainee with spin development and spin recovery
drills.

The purpose of full spin training is to familiarise the trainee with the ‘feel’ of spinning so that any tendency to
panic in a real spin situation may be greatly reduced. Full spins allow the instructor to make the only real
assessment of the trainee’s attitude to spinning.

Aerobatic check
The pre-aerobatic check must be carried out before performing spinning exercises.

Incipient spins from straight flight
Pre-flight briefing
Cover the main points set out in the introduction. Then give a short briefing along the lines:

‘In this exercise after carrying out the aerobatic check I will stall the aircraft from straight flight and if the wing
does not drop of its own accord I will induce wing-drop with rudder. As the stall occurs you will notice the
glider will roll further in the direction of the lower wing, and the nose will pitch down and yaw in the direction
of the lower wing. This is the incipient stage of the spin. If I leave the controls as they are, the aircraft will
continue to auto-rotate and enter the spin. Before this happens I will take recovery action, which is: apply
opposite rudder and simultaneously move the control column smoothly and firmly centrally forward.’

Note: Use sufficient rudder to prevent the yaw developing any further. This may or may not necessitate full
rudder, it depends on a number of factors such as the individual glider characteristics and exactly how far the
incipient stage is allowed to go. Remember that the object of the exercise is to teach recognition of the pre-spin
symptoms. Remember too that pre-spin symptoms are NOT the same as pre-stall symptoms. Misunderstanding
of this vital point is the main cause of people ending up in accidental spins.

The key point in this exercise is that, whereas the symptoms of an impending stall are quite clear, those same
symptoms are usually not present immediately prior to the glider entering a spin. Certainly it is true to say that
no pilot ever enters an inadvertent spin from a nose-high attitude, and all incipient and full spin training should
be carried out with this in mind.

Air exercises
Talk the trainee through the demonstration, along the lines of the pre-flight briefing. Trainee to repeat the
exercise until recovery is thoroughly learned and applied.

Incipient spin from a turn
‘On this flight after completing a pre-aerobatic check I will allow the glider to enter the early stages of a spin
from a badly executed turn. I want you to imagine that it is a very tricky day with an uncertain wind gradient
and the wind blowing from all over the place and this is the turn on to base leg of our approach. You will see
that this is just the place where we wouldn’t want this to happen and yet it is just the place where you might be
tempted, if you had misjudged your approach and had to turn lower than you intended, to fly slowly and not to
roll enough in the turn. We’ll do it with plenty of height, but I want you to imagine what it would be like if we
were really low.’

Air exercise
The instructor may care to use his dramatic abilities to drive the point home after the following manner:

‘Here we are—we have done our aerobatic check—imagine we’re on our downwind leg about to turn on to
base, we’re a bit lower and further out than we meant to be. Ground’s pretty close, better not bank as much as
usual, we’ll do it mostly with rudder. Better stretch the glide a bit too, She’s going around quite well. Get the
control column back a bit more, bit more rudder…and there she goes. Opposite rudder and control column
forward, both at the same time. Ease out of the dive.’
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This exercise must be carried out in accordance with the pre-flight briefing section. Techniques used here
constitute the standard recovery action from the INCIPIENT SPIN.

Practical considerations
It should be stressed to the trainee that when a turn is intended and in fact a spin inadvertently commences in the
same direction, the start of the spin is effectively masked by the turn and it may go unrecognised.

If any doubt exists, get that control column forward
An unusual feel in the controls or doubt in control response should immediately alert the pilot to take corrective
action.

Full spins
The trainee should experience and recover from a number of fully developed spins of about one full turn. The
main requirement is that auto-rotation should develop. This allows -

• The trainee to see that standard spin recovery action is effective in the full spin.
• The trainee to get some idea of the height needed for recovery.
• The instructor to ensure that the trainee experiences the sudden disorientation caused by spinning and to

continue with the air experience until the trainee is able to tolerate the unusual sensation involved.

The trainee should be made aware of the variations between gliders and how important it is that he be always
aware of the spin and recovery characteristics of every glider he ever flies.

He should be told never to accept as a fact that any glider will not spin, the fact might be that the glider had
never previously been flown in the conditions from which it will spin.

Practical considerations
At this point set up the glider for a realistic simulation of an accidental spin. Raise the nose a very, very small
amount—speed only a couple of knots below min sink, apply no more than 5° of bank and apply a lot of rudder
to try to make it turn. What must be achieved next is quite subtle and very interesting. By increasing rudder
deflection, and at the same time bringing the control column smoothly back, the glider will lose speed at a
constant nose attitude. With further application of rudder, even more drag is produced, the nose will try to
pitch down further and with further back pressure, the glider is almost drained of energy. The glider is now very
close to the stall, in spite of the near-normal nose attitude, and starts to lose lateral damping. A wing goes down a
little, very high drag is produced at the wingtip, the nose yaws a little more strongly (the last warning the pilot is
going to get that something is amiss). By applying just a little more back pressure to the control column the
glider will enter a rapidly developing spin.

That is how low-level spins actually happen in real life. The pilot achieves a kind of ‘co-ordination’ between the
rudder and the elevator, and with increasing amount of both being applied, the glider remains in a constant
attitude at a reasonably constant rate of turn, and offers virtually no warning of impending disaster. It enters the
spin smoothly, with little or no pre-stall buffet and only a small amount of off-centre indication on the yaw
string. Bank angle at final spin departure is usually about 40°, in contrast to the 5° or so when we started.

From an instructional point of view, it is essential to perfect the technique which will exactly simulate what
pilots do in the real world. Remember that the thing we strive so hard to achieve for demonstration and
instructional purposes is produced without effort by a 30 hour club pilot, and that pilot could spin himself into
the ground without ever realising what happened.

Assuming now that a realistic spin entry method has been created, it must be quite clear that the correct recovery
action from a fully developed spin, demands a specific recovery technique and must be understood by all pilots.
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Full spin recovery
The standard recovery action from a fully developed spin is ‘Apply full opposite rudder, and move the control
column centrally forward until the spinning stops. Then centralise the controls and recover from the resulting
dive.’

This recovery action from a fully developed spin is universal and MUST NEVER BE VARIED.

Spin off a cable break or aerotow rope break
An extremely dangerous situation exists when pilots attempt to turn off a cable-break or aerotow rope break
before flying speed has been re-established. This situation and the resulting spin can and must be simulated in an
air exercise at height to awaken trainee to its inherent dangers.

Air exercise
Fly the aircraft in the normal glide attitude after completing the Aerobatic check.

To illustrate the importance of this exercise read the altimeter to check the height. Raise the nose until the
aircraft is approaching the stall.

Then positively lower the nose to the normal glide attitude and immediately this attitude is reached commence a
coordinated turn.

Just as one would in a correctly balanced turn, bring the control column back to maintain the proper nose
position on the horizon.

The aircraft will start spinning if the controls remain deflected as for the intended turn.

Allow the spin to continue for at least one full turn to demonstrate that a spin has developed.

Take the correct spin recovery action:

• Full opposite rudder
• Control column centrally forward
• Ease out of the resulting dive

Recheck the altimeter to establish how much height has been lost and relate this to a low level cable break.

The lesson to be learnt from this exercise is that attitude itself does not necessarily indicate adequate speed.
Although the nose was lowered as the aircraft approached the stall, insufficient time was allowed for the aircraft
to regain flying speed. Note also that in this particular kind of spin entry, the spin occurs even thought the
attempted turn is quite well coordinated. Once again practice is required to perfect a good demonstration, but it
is worthwhile.

As a further exercise to illustrate this point repeat the demonstration and, after a 90° change of direction
attempt to level the wings with aileron. The aircraft will continue rolling and the point is made that if not
recognised and recovery made, a full spin could develop.

Recover in the normal way.

These exercise which should, in no circumstances be omitted from pre-solo training, are intended to
demonstrate what can happen when a turn is commenced after a cable-break before normal flying speed has been
regained. However, the instructor should stress that the exact circumstances of a cable-break are impossible to
simulate and in actual fact the greater change of attitude required to return the aircraft to the normal glide after a
real cable-break will result in the speed taking considerably longer to be re-established.

Note: It can be observed that in circumstances other than those associated with cable or rope breaks, whenever
the nose has been hurriedly lowered from a semi-stalled condition and a turn immediately attempted, an
inadvertent spin could result.
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Spiral dive
Sometimes the elevator is unable to keep the wing stalled beyond the incipient stage of the spin. In this case, as
nose and wing drops, the wing will unstall and the speed will increase with the glider in a spiral. The glider is no
longer spinning and is not stalled. Since the wing is not stalled, lateral damping is still present and the rate of
rotation in a spiral is less than half that in a spin. The key points in recognition of differences between the spin
and the spiral dive are as follows:

Symptoms
Spin Spiral Dive

Glider stalled Not stalled

Normal G loading Increased G loading

Unresponsive (light control loads) Effective and increasing control loads

Low or unreliable IAS Increasing IAS

Corresponding sound of glider Corresponding change in sound

Recovery

Full opposite rudder Unload, consider use of brakes

Control column centrally forward Roll wings level

When rotation stops, centralise controls and ease
out of dive

Ease out of dive

Adopt gliding attitude and orientate oneself Adopt gliding attitude, reorientate one’s self

The spiral dive is the more common characteristic of modern gliders
Most gliders will accelerate rapidly in the spiral. Care must be taken that the recovery action is made if possible
before the max. rough air placard speed is reached. If it appears that the glider will exceed this placard the
airbrakes should be opened, provided that the airbrake limit speed, if applicable, is itself not exceeded. Care
must be taken to ensure the brakes do not snap out once they are unlocked, but are opened steadily.

All control movements must be smooth. To recover, the elevator and rudder should be relaxed from any full
deflection, the turn stopped with aileron and a recovery made from the straight dive.

Sideslipping
The purpose of the sideslip is to steepen the approach path and increase the rate of descent without increasing
speed. For sailplanes without airbrakes or spoilers, the sideslip is the only method of approach path control.
Such machines are rare nowadays.

However, some modern sailplanes have fairly weak airbrakes and, combined with their very flat glide angles at
the normal approach speed, accurate glide-path control can be difficult. In such sailplanes the sideslip can be a
useful aid to supplement the air brakes, especially in outlandings.

It is recommended that it be initially taught at height using a line reference and then used on approach when
some skill has been achieved. To initiate a sideslip the aircraft is rolled to a moderate bank angle while applying
sufficient rudder to prevent the glider from actually turning. It is this bank angle which will ultimately govern the
descent rate. The aileron and rudder are adjusted in opposition to each other to -

(a) Maintain a constant bank angle,
(b) Maintain a constant heading.

The speed in a sideslipping approach should be exactly the same as in a conventional approach. Unfortunately
the nose-mounted pitots fitted to most modern gliders have enormous errors in a sideslip and the airspeed
indicator is totally useless in the manoeuvre. It cannot be relied on and therefore should not be used. The only
sensible way to maintain a constant speed in a sideslipping approach is to monitor the nose attitude very
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carefully. Generally speaking, gliders are not capable of sustaining very large angles of sideslip, and it is usually
possible to maintain an accurate speed in a slipping approach by keeping the nose in the same position as for a
conventional approach. because of the dynamics of a sideslip, this will require a slight back pressure on the
control column. The greater the sideslip angle, the greater the nose-up attitude required and the greater will be
the backward control column movement. Gliders have strong spiral instability and are unable to sustain a
sideslip at more than about 10° of bank, so a slip with a pronounced nose-up attitude will not be necessary. This
limitation ensures that a high rate of descent in a sideslip is not possible in a glider.

To recover, roll the wings level and control any tendency to yaw with rudder. Maintain a constant attitude by
relaxing the back pressure on the control column.

Point out that in the sideslip the sailplane does not move in the direction it is heading, but at an angle to the same
side of the nose as the lower wing. This must be allowed for when planning to straighten up on a definite line.

The sideslipping turn may be demonstrated from the sideslip either by increasing the bank or by reducing the
rudder. The slipping turn is a more useful type of side-slip because steeper angles of bank are possible with a
higher rate of descent. Demonstrate also that a normal turn may be turned into a slipping turn.

In a slipping turn, as distinct from a straight slip, it will be necessary to adopt a higher nose attitude than in a
normal turn. This is because the rate of descent in a slipping turn can be very high, much higher than in a straight
sideslip and some of the downward velocity resolves itself into an increased forward speed. Hence the high nose
attitude, it is obvious that the practice so necessary to determine exactly how hight the nose should be raised
must be gained at altitude before it is tried on an approach.

It must be realised that in a well developed sideslip it takes a little time and loss of height to reduce the rate of
descent as recovery is made. This is even more so in the case of a slipping turn.

Full allowance must be made for any likely wind gradient and recovery must always be made at a reasonable
height otherwise it is easy to misjudge and allow a wing tip to strike the ground.

Sideslipping with spoilers or airbrakes out will usually cause a buffeting on the elevator. The instructor should
ascertain whether such a manoeuvre is permissible on the type (see type handling notes) and explore the extent
of the buffeting over the side slip and speed range before giving instruction.

Cross wind Landings
There are two methods of making a crosswind landing; the crabbing method and the wing down method. Each
has its particular merits for certain situations, and often a combination of the two is used by the more
experienced pilot.

The crabbing method
The glider is turned onto the final approach so that it heads sufficiently into wind to track along the required line
of landing. The approach is made with the wings level and without any skid or slip, tracking along the desired
line. This is continued until the glider is almost about to touch down when the rudder is used to yaw the nose into
line with the flight path over the ground.

The aim is to have the glider touch down with no sideways load on the wheel or skid. After landing the glider
should be kept straight as long as possible and the into wind wing kept below the horizontal. After coming to a
standstill, this wing should be put on the ground by using the aileron, so that there is no chance of the glider
blowing over before the retrieving crew arrive.

This method has the advantage that it can be successfully used in very strong crosswinds. Care and practice are
required to yaw the glider with the rudder at exactly the right moment. If the rudder is applied too early, the
glider will begin to drift while it is being held off for landing and a further application will be required to avoid
landing with drift.

After landing, do not allow the glider to leave the ground or it will begin to drift again.
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The wing down method
In this method the glider is turned directly into line with the landing path and sideslipped by applying bank and
opposite rudder so that the approach path is maintained. As the glider nears the ground, a normal landing is
made except that the angle of bank is reduced at the last moment to avoid any risk of touching the wing tip on
the ground. The landing is made with the into wind wing low and it should be kept in this position after landing,
while the glider is held straight with rudder.

This method is particularly suited to landing across sloping ground with the wind blowing up the slope. In this
case the bank gives greater wing tip clearance which is a great advantage in a glider with a large span low set
wing. On flat ground the method has the limitation that only a small amount of bank can be safely used,
particularly if the sideslip characteristics of the glider are poor.

Considerations
Sooner or later you are bound to misjudge a crosswind landing and land with drift. If the landing happens to be a
heavy one, damage will often be caused to the skid, skid fixings or rubber shock absorbers. The chances of such
damage can be greatly reduced by making sure that the initial touch down is made on the wheel as this will stand
all but the heaviest sideways load without damage. If the landing is made with drift, a violent swing into wind
will usually occur and must be prevented by immediate firm use of the rudder.

When landing out of wind, avoid approaching near to obstructions or other gliders so that even if the drift is not
fully corrected, there is no danger of drifting too close to them or swinging towards them after landing.

There is always a tendency for the glider to bank when the rudder is applied to yaw the glider straight. This must
be prevented by using the ailerons to keep the wings level or slightly wing down into the wind. The glider will
start to drift rapidly if it banks out of wind. Firm application of rudder would then be required to yaw the nose of
the glider in order to realign it with the track over the ground. If the crosswind is strong, it is easier to keep the
into wind wing low if the landing is made with a slight over correction of drift.

Gliders with the wheel mounted well forward of the centre of gravity have a much stronger tendency to weather-
cock into wind. If yaw does occur, the mass of the glider being behind the wheel accentuates the situation.
Special care must be taken with these machines as, once considerable yaw has developed, the rudder may be
quite inadequate to keep control. Unless full opposite rudder is applied immediately, the glider will skid right
round in a ground loop.

Emergency Procedures

General
It is not anticipated that the following condition will occur frequently in normal club operations and no effort is
made to lay down any dogmatic procedures or recommendations. It is stressed that in any emergency, the pilot’s
interpretation of the position and actions taken to overcome it will be the prime factor. The following
suggestions have been based on actions that have worked in most instances in the past.

Loose cable over wing
It has been found that when a cable break occurs or the cable releases prematurely, there is a possibility that the
parachute will open and billow upwards, carrying the cable with it as the pilot takes the vital action of nosing
down. It is possible in these circumstances for the cable and parachute to drop over the wing or even become
entangled with the elevator or other controls. Should this occur, the glider should be flown straight ahead until
the cable has become disentangled either by dropping off or by the pilot banking to assist it to slide off.
However, if the incident has occurred at such a height that to land straight ahead is not practicable, a turn may
have to be made. It is scarcely necessary to say that this turn should be made to lower the wing which has the
cable over it.

Handling near the ground
In an emergency it may be necessary for the pilot to fly a low circuit, execute turns close to the ground, and
avoid obstacles.
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(a) Fly with appreciably more air speed than would be used in a normal circuit. If flying downwind in strong
wind conditions, ground speed will appear excessive, therefore, when flying close to the ground the ASI
is the only reliable speed reference.

(b) Make balanced medium banked turns.
(c) Be alert for over-rudder to compensate for non-existent slip or skid.
(d) When avoiding obstacles or turning very close to the ground, remember the length of the wing span.
(e) Turn earlier when turning into wind when upwind of obstacles.
(f) Allow for turbulence in the lee of obstacles.
(g) Complete turn in time to touch down without drift.

Clean landing in a glider
If it is necessary to land without airbrakes the pilot should plan his approach to give him the longest landing run
possible at the lowest possible speed consistent with safety. Once the clean approach has been initiated, efforts to
operate the airbrakes should be abandoned and they should be locked closed as in the unlikely event of their
opening in the later stages of approach without the pilot being immediately aware, there is danger in stalling. See
‘Sideslipping’. Short field landings with the wheel up will reduce the ground run markedly.

Problems of inadequate field choice—
Trees, rocks etc.
This section might be headed ‘Last resorts’. A pilot should never find himself in a position of not having a
reasonable place to land. However, if he is caught out and faced with landing among trees or scrub, the glider is
bound to be damaged and all the pilot can do is to try to minimise the amount of damage and do all he can to
protect himself from serious injury. Put the gear down as it absorbs impact.

If the trees are thick, an attempt should be made to land on top of them approaching at normal speed with a
controlled round out. If the trees are scattered, aim the fuselage between the trunks. The wings will doubtless be
heavily damaged but the resultant deceleration will be in most cases sufficient to bring the fuselage to a standstill
before it hits anything else.

The same applies to rocky ground. Approach at a normal approach speed and carry out normal two point
landing, trying to avoid hitting rocks head on and ground looping if necessary. The damage sustained by digging
a wing into the ground is usually less to both pilot and glider than from hitting a solid object directly at speed.

When a landing has to be made on water, the approach should be made into wind and as close as practicable to
the shore so that with luck, the glider will be ‘sailed’ onto the beach. Touch-down speed should be as slow as
possible in a level attitude with gear up. A warning must be given about the mirror effect on water in no wind
conditions as height is extremely difficult to judge. Landing into the sun should be avoided. After contact with
the water, the forward speed will be arrested rapidly, thus the equivalent to the ground run will be very short. it
will be as well to remember this when estimating ditching point in relation to the shore. However, if this has
been miscalculated it is encouraging to know that a glider can be expected to float for some time in smooth
conditions.

Bodily protection
Prior to flight, the pilot should check that there is suitable seat cushioning so that spinal damage might be
minimised in the event of a heavy landing. Note that soft, bouncy cushioning material such as that normally used
in conventional domestic seat cushions is unsuitable for use in gliders. Firmer, less springy material, such as
Dunlop DLR90 and DLR100, is much better. However, it should be understood that no material can be
considered to offer complete protection in the event of a heavy landing—it can only minimise the likelihood of
injury.

In flight, the harness should be firmly adjusted at all times but in an emergency a quick pull to tighten the
shoulder straps might save extensive injury. When the actual impact of a crash is imminent, the pilot should draw
his feet well back from the rudder-bar and cross his arms in front of his face.

Pre Solo Assessing and First Solo
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Considerations
A trainee only becomes really confident in his own ability to fly when he proves he can do so without the aid of
an instructor. Therefore, there are obvious advantages in allowing him to go solo as soon as he is fit to do so.

On the other hand, there is considerable risk in sending a trainee solo before he is ready for it. The danger is not
only one of physical damage to the trainee and the glider, but also the effect on the trainee’s confidence if he
flies badly.

It is clear from these two considerations which are to some extent contradictory, that the instructor must exercise
careful judgement in the matter.

Safety before polish with the skill to handle the° of responsibility given him, is the standard a trainee must
attain before first solo.

Assessing a trainee is a continual process throughout the training syllabus, and the instructor or instructor panel
can assess a trainee as ready for first solo when he has completed the training syllabus with a reasonable° of
proficiency on all sequences.

It is advisable to use the log book training syllabus check list for the trainee and for each sequence to be signed
by an instructor when the trainee has proved his ability and can communicate enough information to convince
the instructor that the trainee understand the essential points of the exercise.

Instructors should be careful in their assessment of a trainee’s ability and make sure that the trainee really
understands each sequence, is completely orientated and not just flying on the rails using fixed reference
points around the aerodrome using fixed altimeter heights, etc.

The first solo always seems to be a big step to the trainee. The instructor can do much to make this step appear in
its proper proportion—simply a normal part of training.

Assessing
The Principles of Instruction outlined in Considerations, namely Responsibility, Communication,
Orientation, Skill and Safety form the basis for assessing a trainee’s preparedness for solo flight.

The rule that instructors should apply in their assessment of the trainee is:

Safety before polish with the skill to handle the° of responsibility given.

AS the trainee is being sent solo in the dual aircraft in which he has been trained and while he must be able to fly
this aircraft without reasonable risk of damage, he does not need the skill required for immediate conversion to a
solo machine.

The instructor or Instructors Panel must, therefore, carefully assess that the trainee has attained the standard of
safety, has communicated an understanding of the basic theory of the exercises in the training syllabus, has the°
of skill and the mental-physical orientation that is sufficient to cope with the responsibility.

What does the instructor look for and require from the trainee to arrive at the decision that he is ready for solo
flight?

Responsibility
Has the trainee shown that he is ready to take over responsibility from his instructor? For example, can the
instructor sit back relaxed on several flights with the trainee, without having to handle the controls or cue the
trainee at any stage?

On the other hand, if the instructor feels it necessary at any stage to be close to the controls, or give advice
during any sequence or stage of the flight, the trainee requires further training before solo.
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Communication
Has the instructor got over to the trainee all the information he needs to know? (Check training syllabus and see
all sequences have been covered.)

Has two-way communication been established?

The trainee can feed back sufficient information about each sequence to convince the instructor that the trainee
does, in fact, understand the essential points of the sequence.

It is important that the instructor knows why a particular trainee makes an assessment and what cues he uses.

When doing, say, circuit work, the trainee should be able to tell the instructor how things are going. For
example:

‘I am a bit high at this stage, so I will move out a little.’

By having the trainee communicate in this manner, it is easy for the instructor to see if the trainee’s assessment is
correct or not.

If the trainee has had more than one instructor
It is most desirable, if not essential, that the instructor’s panel, or the instructor concerned, should have agreed in
principle that the trainee has absorbed all aspects of the syllabus and is ready for solo subject to final flying
checks.

Orientation
Physical Orientation. Is the trainee flying on fixed references? The instructor scrambles the fixed references by
placing the trainee out of position in the circuit to see how he recovers the situation. If he is thoroughly
orientated and not in fact using fixed references (specific physical turning points, altimeter heights, etc), he
should be able to plan a circuit giving a normal base, approach and landing. As an extension of this a trainee
pilot should be comfortable in both left and right hand circuits.

Mental Orientation. Is the trainee likely to panic if he gets into a tight spot?

The instructor not only scrambles the fixed references, but puts the trainee in a position where he is faced with
very little time to scan the situation and decide on the course of action.

It is desirable to place the glider in such a position that the trainee is faced with two alternatives—one would be
the right one, and the other obviously wrong. The instructor must be able to handle the situation safely himself
without unduly unnerving the trainee, should the trainee make the wrong decision and get into trouble. The pupil
must, at some stage before solo, be deliberately run out of height in the circuit. The instructor must be sure that
the pupil will confidently carry out a modified circuit and not be tempted to return to the launch point.

Skill
Has the trainee acquired sufficient skill to fly the glider solo safely?

The trainee has not necessarily acquired polish in his flying at this stage, but consistent flights do prove that he
can fly the glider where he wants to go.

• Can he do reasonably accurate turns?
• Has he good judgement in respect of altitude?
• Has he good judgement around the circuit?
• Can he assess speed reasonably accurately by relationship to sound, attitude?
• The instructor can assess here by having the trainee fly the circuit with air speed indicator and altimeter

blanked out.
• Can the trainee do consistently good take-offs, launches and landings?
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The trainee, having satisfied the instructor or instructors panel of his proficiency on the outlined checks, would
certainly be assesses as being prepared for solo flight.

Safety
Checking on safety should be continuous throughout the training programme.

Just because a trainee checks out satisfactorily on say, spin and recovery once, the instructor should not let the
spin and recovery check drop from the programme. Checking must be continuous on all point of safety until they
become instinctive safe habits in the trainee.

The instructor or instructors panel should not consider the trainee prepared for solo flight until he has acquired a
high° of safety.

Considering that the trainee is not highly skilled at the first solo stage, we reduce the possibility of an accident to
a minimum by insisting on the high standard of safety habits.

Tenseness. Tenseness may well be a predominant factor in a lot of accidents. The trainee must be reasonably
relaxed in his flying. This could be assessed by noting trainee’s ability to cope with altered situation (eg sudden
loss of height on approach or having to land from an unfamiliar position) and whether he is able to carry on a
conversation on other subjects while flying.

Has the trainee proved by demonstration and communication that he has acquired safe habits and the knowledge
and imitations of all sequences.

Final assessment should be made on:
• Cockpit check
• Airmanship
• Good lookout
• Launch Failure Procedures—all stages
• Caution on early stage of launch
• Placard speeds and imitations
• Good circuit procedure, approach and landing
• Stalls
• Incipient, and full spin recovery
• Safe speed near the ground
• Knowledge of Flying Rules and Regulations
• Flight without instruments
• Modified circuits
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Final checks
The instructor, having satisfied himself that the trainee has completed the training syllabus, must base his
decision as to when to send the trainee solo—not only on flying ability and° of responsibility, but also on health
and mental outlook at the time.

The trainee should not be told at what future time he will go solo; nor should he be asked whether he feels
competent to go solo. The instructor must resist all pressures from an overconfident trainee to be sent solo
prematurely.

After one or two dual check flights and the instructor has assessed that the trainee is familiar with the conditions
of the day, and is not upset or tired in any way, he can broach the subject by saying ‘Good—you are ready to go
on your own this time.’

The trainee may protest and a few reassuring words from the instructor may be required However, if the trainee
cannot be reassured, under no circumstances should he be forced to solo against his will. The instructor should
ascertain from the trainee any sequence about which he feels apprehensive, and further dual flights should be
made with emphasis on the sequence in question until the doubt in the trainee’s mind as to his ability to handle
the sequence is eliminated. At this stage the prospect of solo will usually be most acceptable to the trainee.

Pre-flight briefing and solo
Everything should be in readiness so that the trainee can be sent off after a dual flight with the minimum of delay
and in the same glider.

Briefing should be kept to a minimum and only those things which he will find different (eg improved rate of
climb on the launch, lower rate of sink, different trim positions and glider ‘feel’) when flying solo should be
mentioned.

Final briefing
Final points to impress on the trainee should be stated in an easy manner to show that the instructor has every
confidence in the trainee and could consist of the following:

• Launch speed
• Launch failure
• Position during circuit
• No soaring (C certificate cannot be gained on first solo,)
• Safe speed near the ground
• A safe landing on the field is required rather than a spot landing.

The instructor should carefully observe the flight and make appropriate post-flight comments.

Subsequent solo flying
Provided the first solo flight is satisfactory, a second solo flight may be authorised immediately or shortly
following the first. Subsequently, for a period depending upon his progress and the frequency with which he
flies, dual checks are recommended each day before the trainee flies solo. Instructors should carefully observe
these flights and make appropriate post-flight comments.
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Post Solo Training—Consolidation

Dual checks and teaching for polish
General
It should be made clear that first solo is only a step, a very early step, in the training of a pilot.

From this stage on, if dual training is neglected, the pupil will not appreciate how much he does or does not
know and may become over or under-confidant. If he is subjected to too much dual he is liable to become
impatient and bored, has less chance of developing initiative and may be at a loss if his instructor is not there to
look after him,.

It is therefore necessary to strike a balance between dual and solo exercises and gradually lead a pilot to where
he is fully competent.

At the beginning of his solo flying the pupil should be told exactly what to do on each flight. His flights should
be watched and his faults pointed out to him. Later this becomes less necessary and, by the time that the pilot is
doing advanced soaring, the ‘orders’ become ‘advice’.

However, the instructor, must realise that he is in charge of all flying taking place from his field and if any bad or
dangerous flying is done, or any regulations broken, he must assert his authority to see that it does not happen
again. If he does not stop this bad flying at once, other pilots will follow suit and the whole standard will
deteriorate rapidly.

It will often be found that during the early solo period there will be a deterioration of standard to the extent that
two or three dual flights may be necessary before permitting solos again.

Normally, just after solo, a pilot has neither the ability nor the experience to move on to more advanced
sequences. A number of solo flights should be made to consolidate what he has learned. The fixing of any
arbitrary number is unwise as it tends to develop into a general requirement.

Proficiency is the best criterion.

Checking for bad habits
It is sound policy to make a dual check obligatory on each day’s flying until this section of training has been
completed. On these flights the instructor should check that the pilot is becoming more proficient in what he is
practising solo, and also that no bad habits are developing.

The following bad habits should be watched for during his flying and dual checks:

• Tendency to pull up too steeply on winch or auto tow launch and not keeping good station on aero tow.
• Failure to keep a good lookout.
• Tendency towards poor speed control.
• excessive use of rudder and poor coordination of controls.
• Poor circuit judgement.
• Carelessness.
• Over-confidence.
• Under confidence.
• Lack of concentration.

Carelessness
A pilot may develop a careless attitude to flying as he gains more experience. This may not be due to over-
confidence so much as laziness or an inability to criticise himself. This carelessness may show itself in the
following ways:

• Slapdash checks.
• Lack of effort to land in a suitable place.
• Lack of care in handling gliders and equipment.
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• Giving little thought to other air users.

These careless habits must not be allowed to develop.

Over-confidence
Over-confidence is a natural tendency with many people, but it is particularly so with pilots who learn easily.
Once this habit has been allowed to develop it is extremely difficult and often unpleasant to overcome. If the
instructor can see it developing in a pupil at the onset, he can usually avoid trouble. Such a pupil should be given
a good measure of fair criticism and difficult exercises to perform. Over-confidence may be inherent in a pupil’s
character, or its development may be due to watching flash flying by other pilots.

Signs of over-confidence are numerous, some being listed here:

• Low turns.
• Tendency to fly slower and slower.
• Trying to cut things too fine—low approaches, landing towards obstructions without room for mistake.
• Reluctance to be briefed.
• Disobedience.
• Desire to try something new without having gained solid experience.
• Tendency to try something new without having gained solid experience.
• Tendency to had out advice.
• Uncooperative attitude towards flying rules.
• Failure to always have an option pre-planned in the event of a low level rope-break on aero tow.
• Exhibitionist flying.

These faults usually apply to the early solo period, and instructors should be alert to these tendencies. This
cannot be emphasised too strongly.

Under-confidence
Under-confidence presents a special problem for the instructor. The type of pupil who has been assessed up to
the solo stage as being time usually overcomes this after a period of consolidation on known exercise, given the
usual encouragement. Most of these pilots in the post-solo period will behave as in the pre-solo period, slower to
learn and resistant to more advanced exercise. The instructor must be particularly careful not to force the pace
for the under confident pupil and must be on the lookout for signs that a particular pilot is unable to cope under
stress.

Lack of concentration
Lack of concentration by the pilot increases his susceptibility to distraction and prevents pre-thinking of the
exercise. This can result in such errors as failure to complete a cockpit check, failure to be able to rejoin the
circuit at the correct height.

All persons involved in gliding operations must realise that it is their responsibility to minimise distractions.

This problem exists during ground handling, launching and flying.

Further practise
It is a noticeable facet of human behaviour, especially in a training environment, that if something is not actually
formalised it probably won’t get done. Therefore the following post-solo training sequence, which can be done
largely on what are now routine (and possibly under-utilised) check flights, is recommended.

1. Revision of stalling sequences
2. Revision of incipient and full spinning sequences
3. Revision of launch emergencies
4. Problem circuits (instruments failure, running out of height, different circuit directions etc)
5. Cruising and descending on aerotow
6. Use of flaps and retractable undercarriage
7. Sideslipping
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8. Steep turns
9. Thermal centring techniques—most efficient use of lift
10. Launch speed signals (auto/winch)
11. Crosswind takeoffs and landings
12. Formal radio procedures
13. Revision of Rules of the Air.

It is expected that completion of the above items will qualify a pilot to be ‘off checks’. That latter term implies
that the pilot can be considered safe to fly solo week by week without being checked, unless:
(a) the weather is out of limits or,
(b) the pilot leaves it longer than 3 weeks between attendances at the club.

The above figures could be argued about, but the principle is quite clear.

Flying in more difficult conditions
A pilot should do flying in more difficult conditions in one with his demonstrated ability on dual and solo flights.
The instructor should consciously consider this aspect of a pilot’s flying and not let it develop haphazardly.
Initially, flying nearer to the middle to the day after calmer morning conditions will be a step.

Some of the more difficult conditions are:

• Strong winds
• Gustiness
• Turbulence
• Areas of high sink
• Stronger crosswinds
• Wind gradient
• Flight in rain
• Flight in reduced visibility or poor horizon definition.

Aerobatics

Introduction
Although aerobatics are not an essential part of pilot training, they may be used to build confidence in
manoeuvring the aircraft. No manoeuvres should be permitted to be carried out solo unless dual training has
been satisfactorily completed (and the fact recorded). Solo aerobatics must also be authorised by the Duty
Instructor, unless the pilot is considered by the panel to be suitable to hold a logbook endorsement authorising
aerobatics to be carried out without direct authorisation.

Some gliders are permitted to carry out simple aerobatic manoeuvres such as the loop, stall turn, and the
chandelle or wing over. These may be used as exercises in manoeuvring the aircraft in the three basic planes.

With the introduction into club service of high performance sailplanes with practically no control forces and high
rates of acceleration, quite high ‘g’ loadings can be applied before the pilot is aware of the loadings involved. In
addition many such sailplanes have semi or fully reclined seating positions, and pilots flying such machines do
not feel ‘g’ forces to the same extent as in a glider with a more upright seating position. For these reasons
aerobatics in this type of aircraft should be discouraged.

Aerobatics should not be carried out in turbulent conditions. Placard speed limitations must not be exceeded.
The pre-aerobatic check must be carried out immediately prior to manoeuvring the aircraft.
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Air exercises
Before attempting aerobatic manoeuvres or approaching extreme attitudes the following exercises are
recommended to familiarise the pilot with the ‘feel’ of the aircraft.

Flying at a safe speed
The pilot should fly the aircraft at varying speed throughout the full range of the flight envelope and be familiar
with the varying ‘feel’ of controls.

‘G’ loading
Positive ‘g’ loading can be effectively applied in a steep turn. The pilot should be familiarised with positive
flight loads up to 3 ‘g’ with respect to control loading. Confirmation by use of an accelerometer (G meter) is
highly desirable, if not essential.

Exercise dive brakes at speed
The dive brakes should be exercised cautiously whilst flying at all speeds up to maximum allowable for dive
brake operation.

Orientation
All aerobatic manoeuvres should be performed with reference lines such as a line feature on the ground and/or
on the horizon. Thus aerobatics should not be attempted in conditions of poor visibility or without consideration
of wind.

The loop
This is quite a simple manoeuvre if executed properly.

Basically it is a 360° rotation in the pitching plane. Entry is made from straight balanced flight along a line
feature after the correct speed has been obtained in a dive. (Refer Pilot’s Notes for aircraft). The control column
is eased back progressively until the required rate of rotation is obtained. The back movement is increased
continuously as the speed decreases on the ‘up’ side of the loop, and in most gliders is almost all the way back as
the glider reaches the inverted position. The wings should be maintained level whilst horizon reference is
available. The back pressure is maintained as the aircraft approaches the inverted position. The nose will pitch
down past the horizon and the aircraft should be flown out of the dive along the line feature with the pitch rate
the same as was established initially. On the way down the reverse occurs, ie a gradual easing of the control
column forward in order to prevent the build up of excessive ‘g’ in the latter stages of the recovery to the
original gliding attitude.

If the initial pitch rate is too slow , a nose high stall, and possibly a tail slide, may result. If this situation appears
imminent, the controls must be held firmly centrally.

The chandelle
This is a positive ‘g’ manoeuvre in the pitching and rolling planes in which the aircraft is turned through
180° with maximum gain of height.

Entry is made as for the loop, slightly less speed being required. The control column is eased back until in a
steep climb when bank as for a steep turn is applied. Angle of bank should not exceed 90°. The aircraft flies over
in the direction of the bank. Positive ‘g’ is maintained.

Note that the ‘Stall Turn’ manoeuvre is not recommended in gliders, due to the risk of a tailslide.

The wing over
The wing over is useful for maintaining a lookout between other aerobatic manoeuvres and for conservation of
energy and to link manoeuvres. In this case, the turn is not necessarily through 180°.
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Caution, high speed stall
It must be remembered that a wing stalls when the critical angle of attack is reached, irrespective of the air
speed. Care must therefore be exercised in any aerobatic manoeuvres to ensure that too rapid or coarse
movements of the elevators do not cause a very rapid pitch up which when coupled with the inertia of the glider,
results in the stalling angle of attack being exceeded. A high-speed stall may result in a violent rolling flick
manoeuvre which may cause damage to the aircraft, land pilot disorientation.

Rolling manoeuvres
Rolling manoeuvres should not be attempted in aircraft unless the aircraft is specifically certified for such
manoeuvres (see Pilot’s Notes or C of A). Until a suitable aircraft becomes available to give dual instruction in
slow rolling and inverted flying, a pilot wishing to carry out these manoeuvres should obtain experience in a
suitable powered aircraft accompanied by an authorised aerobatics instructor. Due to loads imposed during
rolling manoeuvres, the structural limits of an aircraft are reduced by 50%. Thus during a pull-out from a dive
any rolling manoeuvre may cause the safety limits to be exceeded.

Flight loads
All potential aerobatic pilots and particularly instructors should be familiar with typical flight loads imposed by
aerobatics, with respect to the glider’s manoeuvre envelope. It is desirable that all instances of possible
overstressing of aircraft be reported and pilots should be encouraged to do so. Such reports require careful
handling by the instructor to prevent pilots becoming reluctant to report future incidents.

Note: Aerobatic manoeuvres considerable reduce the total fatigue life of a glider, and therefore may be
prohibited by some club committees.

Conversion to Another Type

When a pilot is introduced onto another sailplane type whether solo or dual, the instructor should ensure by a
knowledge of the pilot’s ability or check flights, that the pilot is at a suitable standard.

If a check flight is being used, the Instructor should examine if possible those features which are important in the
new type, as well as checking that the pilot’s normal and emergency manoeuvres are safe.

A thorough briefing on the new type should include:

• Pre-flight inspection
• The type handling notes
• Weight and Balance
• The location and operation of all controls
• The normal operating speeds
• Phe placard speeds
• The general handling characteristics in the air and on the ground

Any feature which is different from those sailplanes the pilot has flown, ie flaps, retractable undercarriage etc.

The pilot should be seated in the new type away from the launch area, and allowed to examine the
instrumentation, use all the controls, and check that the seating is satisfactory. With the canopy down the
instructor should hold the sailplane in the landing and take off positions. It may be useful to show the maximum
nose down and tail down positions also.

For the first flights on a single seater, the landing should be made while there is adequate light, and in the normal
landing area, and in weather condition appropriate to the experience of the pilot.
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Cross Country Flying

Simulated restricted landings
Before a pilot is allowed to land out, even dual, it is preferable that he undergo some practice on the airfield.

The normal circuit, approach and speeds are used. However, the pilot should display a° of polish well above the
solo standard.

The instructor should select an area of the field where the pilot has not landed before. A visit to a nearby field
could be used to advantage. This is to remove the familiar approach surroundings as pilots, however
unintentionally, use them to assist judgement.

The area should be marked up by any suitable markers. A cotton fence with paper streamers to make it visible is
very useful at the approach end. A suitable area is about two wing spans wide and about 50% longer than the
minimum length required for landing taken from a safe height above a fence to full stop.

It is most important that the marked area has a safe undershoot and over-run area available.

Many clubs have used a point scoring system and use it as a contest. This can be very useful (and entertaining)
on days when no soaring is available and numerous solo pilots are present.

The instructor must watch the approach and landing and assess the following:

• The standard circuit was used
• The normal approach path was used and there was no ‘hopping’ over the fence
• The dive brakes were not excessively worked in and out
• The landing was normal, not forced on or ‘floated’ over the fence
• No excessive nose skid grinding or excessive wheel brake was used
• The aircraft stayed within the selected areas.

If any of these features are noted, the instructor should re-brief the pilot before a further attempt. If a pilot does
very badly the instructor should provide more dual training.

Such landings may be done as part of normal club flying. However, the mere marking out of an area provides
pressure that may reveal that further training is required.

Out landings
It is recommended that pilots do at least one satisfactory dual outlanding before being permitted to fly cross
country solo. A ‘C’ certificate is the minimum qualification for solo cross country flight.

Before any outlanding it is essential that the instructor provide a thorough briefing.

The pilot must have selected a suitable field at any time a landing appears likely—ie below 2,000 feet AGL.
Several fields should be sleeted and the choice narrowed as the glider becomes lower. By the time the glider has
to be in the circuit-joining area, the field should be decided upon and the approach planned.

The basic features to examine in selecting a field are:

Size
Must be adequate for the prevailing condition.

Surface
Sufficiently smooth. If furrowed the glider must be landed along them even if out of the wind. Stubble is good.
Grazing fields must be carefully examined for electric fences. Be cautious that bright green fields are not
swamps. Standing crop may cause damage if high. Select one without animals, or land in the opposite side.
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Slope
Slope is fairly difficult to detect from the air. Note should be made of any streams or erosion marks to help show
slope. If at all steep, the glider should be landed up the slope. Care must be taken after it stops as it may roll
backwards down the slope. Generally speaking, if slope is detectable from circuit height, it is probably too steep
to contemplate landing in that field. If forced to land—go up the slope as pointed out, but approach a little faster
than normal and flare a tiny bit earlier to compensate for having to flare through a greater angle, otherwise a
heavy landing is possible.

Surroundings
Look for power lines, telephone lines, high trees in the approach path. These may force the approach path to be
so high that a smaller field or shorter direction may have more effective length.

Wind
As usual, plan to land into wind. If there is no indication of wind, use the longest run. Usually the pilot will be
aware of the wind from his drift, dust, smoke or other signs.

Pilots must be trained to assess drift at circuit height. If any drift can be detected it establishes landing direction,
other things being equal. If no drift can be detected, landing direction is unlikely to be critical, again other things
being equal.

Guide for Annual Flight Checks/Assessments

It is an NZGA requirement that all pilots undergo an annual competency check by the club CFI or suitable
deputy. This is all very well, but the spectrum of pilot experience in a club is very broad, and doubts are
occasionally expressed as to the practicality of arranging a suitable test to encompass all experience ranges.

Regardless of pilot experience, there are certain common factors essential to safety in the air. It doesn’t matter
whether we are talking about a 30 hour club pilot or a triple diamond private owner. The following is a guide to
carrying out a competency check on a pilot of any experience level. You will notice that the checking procedure
contains no reference whatever to any aspects of performance flying. This is not by any means to suggest that
such matters lack importance in soaring—indeed they are very important. It does suggest that they are not
essential to survival in the air. It is with the problem of survival in the air that we seriously concern ourselves
here.

Military and airline pilots never stop being trained and their competency is checked regularly. Gliding is a sport
indulged by amateurs, and military or airline approach would not suit us well. Nevertheless, there are some
useful pointers for us in the professional aviation system, and one example of this is the fact that a military or
airline pilot is subject of periodic training and checking flights, regardless of rank or status. This is an
accepted fact of their aviation lives, and on-one expects otherwise.

Check flights should not be used for punitive purposes. Nothing is achieved by such an approach, and the use of
a check flight for legitimate checking purposes is brought into disrepute by such practices. Quite often a lot of
actual training gets done on check flights, turning the flight into an educational experience, and the necessity for
such training should not be thought of as being to any pupil’s detriment, nor should it necessarily result in
‘failing’ a check flight.

Pre-flight actions
Check the pilot’s logbook. Any unwillingness to allow an instructor to inspect a logbook must be regarded with
healthy suspicion. Check how often the pilot flew, how many different types and at how many different sites.
Does the pilot hibernate during the winter and only surface to give us all a fright in the spring? What you see in a
pilot’s logbook, together with a frank discussion about that persons flying background, can lay a lot of useful
groundwork for the flight(s) to come. Bear in mind that the traditional method of glider pilot training involves
quite intensive instruction to first solo standard, a reasonable amount of supervision to, say 20 hours experience,
and almost nothing at all after that. Unsafe habits develop unchecked and a lot of retraining may be necessary
to ensure that the pilot is steered back in the right direction.
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Pilots vary greatly in their attitudes towards check flights. Some object strongly, others take fright at the thought.
The majority accept the need for such flights, while at the same time suffering some° of nervousness about the
imagined ordeal. This is especially true if spinning is contemplated during the check. It is also quite common to
meet pilots who agree that check flights are necessary, but only for someone else.

Define accurately what you want the pilot to do on the check flight. This is an age-old instructional principle, but
is still often forgotten by many instructors. There is nothing worse, in either training or checking, than to go into
the air with one or both parties uncertain of the objective of the flight. If the pilot being checked has any doubts
or fears about any aspect of the flight, now is the time to talk them over. Spinning is once again a good
example—many pilots have fears about this subject which can be easily alleviated by a considerate and
competent instructor. It goes without saying that the checking instructor’s ability should be beyond reproach,
both as a pilot and as a coach.

The check flight
It is of course impossible to check everything on one flight, so we have to decide what is essential to check, and
what we can check if we get time.

Airmanship
One basic essential is airmanship. Does the pilot do a decent walk around inspection before strapping in?

Again before strapping in, does he check the controls in accordance with the instructors handbook? Is an
emergency plan laid before hooking the cable on? It can eliminate a lot surprises if a pilot expects an emergency
on each launch, instead of sitting there, fat, dumb and happy assuming everything will be OK. What about the
pre-take off check itself? One of the fist signs of overconfidence in a pilot is a tendency to treat checks in a
slapdash manner, so watch closely for this one. Pilots trained very rapidly to solo (a course, for example) can
demonstrate skill levels greatly in excess of their airmanship capability. Such pilots will need much more careful
checking and post-solo training than the average club trained pilot—a course trained pilot may never have
experienced strong breezes or turbulence, for example.

Still on the subject of airmanship, there are several things in this category which are somewhat elusive and
difficult to judge. Not so lookout—the single most important aspect of airmanship and usually the first to fall
victim to complacency and overconfidence. The pupils are not altogether to blame for this—many instructors
spend a lot of time on analysing manipulative and judgement faults, sometimes to excess, while ignoring the fact
that the pilot hasn’t looked out for some time. It is sufficient to say that poor lookout is one of the few things
which, if not positively improved on during the flight, constitutes definite grounds for curtailing further solo
flying and returning the pilot to the two-seater for more instruction.

The launch
On winch or auto-tow, the development of overconfidence is revealed by an early rotation into the full climb,
usually on the grounds that ‘there is enough speed there’. It does not matter what the ASI says, if the glider is
rotated too early into full climb, and something goes wrong (the defensive pilot reckons that something will go
wrong), an extremely hazardous situation is engendered. Do not let them do it.

On aero tow, lack of accurate station-keeping is usually an indication that the pilot does not care very much, and
the instructor should insist on a higher standard. One useful pointer to aero towing skill is to ask the pilot to ‘box
the slipstream’. Tell him before take-off that you want him to do this—otherwise he may be uncertain what you
mean. It means of course that you will need to explain carefully what you want. During this exercise if something
goes wrong release the rope yourself and take control—in that order. Do not delay. If high tow is used, look for
any tendency to go too high in the high tow position.

The exercises chosen by the instructor will vary somewhat, but since we are talking about annual checks, will
always include spinning (unless it is known beyond doubt that the pilot has done some spinning very recently). If
you operate a non-spinnable two seater you have a problem. Since there is no concession to the spin training and
checking requirement you will simply have to gain access to a spinnable glider. If this means you have to go to a
neighbouring club for these check flights, then so be it.
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Coordination
This is a much underestimated exercise. To fly in a co-ordinated manner is not only a desirable thing from the
point of being a smooth pilot—it is absolutely essential to safety in the air. The reason for this is not always
clearly understood. Gliders spend a lot of their time at low speed, sometimes at speeds only a few knots above
the stall in circling flight. It is a known fact that low speed plus any significant yaw can result in the glider
entering a spin—in fact an over-ruddered turn is a surefire way of getting a glider to spin when all other methods
fail. If insufficient speed is the big villain of the piece in stall/spin accidents, than the presence of yaw on the
aircraft is surely the second biggest. Uncoordinated flight, especially over ruddering, carries with it the real risk
of loss of control if the speed is allowed to fail.

Spinning
Strict adherence to the concept of ‘safe speed near the ground’ should in theory be enough protection to keep
spin problems at bay, but life isn’t like that and we get enough spin accidents and near-accidents in any one year
to make it necessary to train pilot to be knowledgeable and confident in all aspects of spinning. No part of spin
training and checking can be neglected.

Circuit, approach and landing
This stage of the flight more than any other tests the pilot’s accurate, airmanship and judgement all at the same
time. Watch for over-reliance on the altimeter and any tendency to fly with reference to fixed objects on the
ground. These characteristics will almost certainly be present in pilots who have become site-bound, and it is
essential that these pilots are retrained in the use of the angle/distance relationship when planning the circuit.
Keep your eye open for loss of co-ordination at low altitude—it is a known characteristic of pilots under
training, and if it remains unchecked can be very hard to eradicate.

Inexperienced pilots will often over rudder base and final turns. MOST IMPORTANTLY check for any
tendency to let the glider fall below its safe speed near the ground. This often happens with early pilots,
especially if they get a bit lower in the circuit than they intended. Even quite experienced pilots sometimes do
unconsciously if they get a bit low. Don’t nag your pilot under check, especially if the air is rough and speed is
varying a bit—just keep your eye on any tendency to fly generally too slow. Finally, on the approach, look for
any tendency to open the airbrakes ‘automatically’ as soon as the final turn is completed. Such action almost
certainly means that the pilot is not consciously monitoring the overshoot/undershoot situation on final approach,
and is known to have caused many problems of undershooting into the boundary fence. Pilots who do this may
never really have been taught the proper use of airbrakes—yet another case of training work needing to be done
on a check flight.


